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Wolf control is not needed in Alaska
oren Eiseley, the 1976 HSUS Joseph Wood Krutch
medalist, has written a moving account of the celebration
of a sparrow hawk, released after a night of capture, returning to his mate, waiting unseen in the broad blue sky of
Nebraska. "I saw them both now. He was rising fast to meet
her. They met in a great ... whirling circle and a dance of
wings .... Then they were gone forever somewhere into those
upper regions beyond the eyes of men." Writers like Eiseley
have the gift of placing on paper images that transcend words
and put our daily activities into the context of "being humane."
l-and you, too--need the Eiseleys of this world to keep perspective open and hopeful in the face of our many negative experiences. His writings remind us of a reality that is wild, without limits, and free; life that is different from ours; and life that
is best when it is left alone-Dr, at most, observed only fi·om a
distance.
I suppose some of these thoughts are the basis of my disquiet as I contemplate a planned, then canceled, and now potentially reinstated wolf-control program in Alaska. Conveniently
ignoring that wolf killers in the "lower forty-eight" have wiped
out these beautif·ul and alluring, unusual and mysterious creatures in almost every state, Alaskan government officials propose to begin wolf annihilation on our so-called last frontier.
The HSUS would agree, reluctantly, to a wolf-control program
if the wolf population were in an uncontrolled growth pattern
that threatened the existence of the wolves themselves and others who share the turf there. But, as even some state wildlife
biologists agree, there is no overpopulation of wolves. Rational
people (that is, those who aren't in the business of justifying
wolf killing) are stmmed and profoundly disturbed by the wolf-control program.
Through the courtesy, and at the invitation,
of Alaska's governor, Walter Hickel, HSUS
Vice President, Wildlife and Habitat Protection, John W Grandy, Ph.D., joined me at the
wolf summit convened in Fairbanks in January. The point of this meeting was to lay out
all available information regarding the so-
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called wolf problem and to seek a consensus for action among
many interest groups. Although important detail was presented, it was tabled in a hostile environment, in which we-and
others with our views-were ridiculed as wolf worshipers and
carpetbaggers. We literally passed through a gauntlet of individuals seeking to physically intimidate us as we made our way
into the summit arena. Once inside, any suggestion that wolves
were worthy of protection and should be left alone was greeted
with a chorus of derision from several hundred hecklers.
Thank goodness more than 70 percent of the Alaska citizenry
is opposed to the proposed wolf-control program and the protesters we confronted represented only a vocal, but insignificant, minority!
The Alaska Board of Game wants to increase moose and
caribou populations to attract more tourists and hunters to the
state. The intention is misguided at best, given that, in many
parts of the state, populations of moose and caribou are increasing and may be near historic density. There may be one
relatively small area in which moose and caribou populations
are declining. This area does experience wolf and bear predation, but it also contains another predator-the sport hunter.
The first step in moose and caribou population management
should be the elimination of the hunting season. If the A Iaska
Board of Game wishes to increase these populations statewide,
then why not curtail sport hunting statewide? Tourists armed
with cameras will be delighted to view the beauty of the
Alaskan habitat and its abundant wildlife if they believe they
are supporting and enhancing a sensitive and life-affirming
government in the process. Since ecotourists outnumber sport
hunters by an enormous ratio, economics
should mandate animal protection rather than
killing.
Many concerned citizens have already sent
messages to Alaskan authorities. It is time for
us all to speak again. Send Governor Hickel
(State of Alaska, PO Box 25526, Juneau, AK
99802-5526) a short, crisp message: Leave
•
the wolves alone!
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TRACKS

OWN A CAT WITH
SOCKS APPEAL?
cat has taken the
Anew
country by storm. He's
Socks Clinton, the nation's
new First Feline.
To celebrate Socks's coming to the White House,
Washington, D.C.'s ANA Hotel, managed by Westin, has
announced a "Socks Appeal"
contest. A $1 0 entry fee will
benefit The HSUS. The contest runs through May 1,
1993.
Entrants will be judged in
two stages. The competition's
first stage will

COMPUSERVE AT
YOUR SERVICE
f you have a personal comIll! puter and a modem, you can
now plug into CornpuServe,
an on-line computer information network, and plug right
into The HSUS. You can read
materials, leave messages, and
even participate in discussions
and debates. You'll find updates on legislation, including
bills' status and hearing dates,
HSUS cruelty investigations,
and other HSUS projects.
We'll be posting hot topics
on the HSUS/CompuServe
bulletin boards for your review
1111
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alike contest
to find the
twenty-five cat finalists who most resemble Socks. Owners
of the finalists will be
asked to complete a questionnaire and write a short essay
about their own First Feline.
The wim1ing cat and owner will receive a trip to Washington, D.C., in mid-June and
enjoy a weekend as guests of
the ANA Hotel in the Presidential Suite. The top cat and
his/her family will also receive a custom-built cat bed
designed as a replica of the
White House. And the winning eat's photo will appear
in the 1994 HSUS calendar.
If your cat has what it
takes to represent this nation's
"democatic" values, send a
color photo of you and your
cat, along with a check for
$10 made out to The HSUS,
to Socks Contest, The HSUS,
2100 L St., NW, Washington,
DC 20037. Photos can't be
returned, and the decision of
the judges is final.
•
and comments. You can exchange ideas and tips with other users or browse in the
HSUS file libraries for back-

ground information on any
number of program issues.
CompuServe fees include a
basic monthly fee plus charges
for access to the HSUS forum.
A small portion of this cost is
paid to The HSUS. We have
free start-up kits that enable
you to gain access to CompuServe (you must have a modem) and include a $15 credit
toward on-line charges. To request a kit and receive information on access fees, call
l-800-524-3388.

one, using the hotline number
can help reunite pets with their
owners. Sentinel is always on
duty; operators man the hatline 365 days of the year.
You can register your pets
over the telephone, using a
Visa or MasterCard. The annual registration fee for the
first pet is $12; there is a $4
charge for each additional pet.
Call Sentinel Pet Registry at
1-800-423-5166, and be sure

SENTINEL HELPS YOU
GUARD YOUR PETS
ou and your pets need all
the help you can get if they
become lost, but a pet's best
"ticket home" is an identification tag worn on his/her collar.
All companion dogs and cats,
even indoor cats, should wear
identification at all times. In
addition, dogs (and, in areas
where they must be licensed,
cats) should wear their license
tags on their collars.
For added protection, you
can also register your pet with
Sentinel Pet Registry. For a
small annual fee, Sentinel issues each registered pet an
identification tag with the
number of a toll-free, twentyfour-hour hotline on it.
Whether you lose a pet or find

"thank you" gift bag of haircare products and cosmetics.
Club members subsequently
receive newsletters filled with
fashion tips, coupons for salon
discounts, and samples of Sebastian's latest products.
During April, May, and
June, Sebastian salons will be
making a special effort to encourage responsible pet ownership among their customers.
For $20, customers can join
both The HSUS and Club
U.N.I.T.E. and have their pets
registered with the Sentinel
Pet Registry (see page 2); they
will then receive an identification tag for their pet to wear
with a twenty-four-hour hatline number on it. The normal
value of this offer is $32.
Sebastian salons also will

donate proceeds of specially
stickered products to The
HSUS. Stock up now! For
more infom1ation about Sebastian, calll-800-829-7322.

SHOP "SMART, AT
PETsMART
ith seventy stores in sixteen states and forty
more scheduled to open this
year, PETsMART is on its
way to becoming the nation's
largest pet-supply retailer.
More important than its size,
however, is PETsMART's corporate philosophy of caring
for animals. The chain does
not sell dogs or cats. It offers
store discounts to owners who
obtain pets from shelters and
provides grooming for shelter

TWO PAWS AND A CAUSE.

P ETsMART promotes Authority foods in its seventy stores.

animals so they will be more
attractive and adoptable. It
even takes shelter animals into
its stores to display for adoption.
The HSUS has been select-

ed by PETsMART to receive a
portion of the proceeds from
sales of its Authority premium
pet formulas. For the duration
of the promotion "Two Paws
and a Cause," PETsMART
will make a donation to The
HSUS for each Authority
product sold. PET sMART will
also provide a page in its store
magazine for pet-care tips
from The HSUS. The magazine is given to more than
800,000 PETsMART customers each month.
This year PETsMART will
be a major supporter of the
National Association for Humane and Environmental Education's "Adopt-A-Teacher"
program. For more information about PETsMART, call
(602)-944-7070.
•

to tell the operator you are an
!-!SUS member. The HSUS
will receive 50 percent of
every HSUS member's Sentinel enrollment fee.

A BEAUTIFUL OFFER
BENEFITS THE HSUS
International, the
Sebastian
hair-care and cosmetics
company, is conducting an exciting promotion in 7,000 of
its salons this spring to help
raise money for The HSUS.
Sebastian created Club
U.N.I.T.E. (Unity Now Is a Tomorrow for Everyone) in 1991
for its salons and customers to
support the efforts of seven
charities that serve the environment, people, and animals
(see the Winter 1992 HSUS
Nevvs). A customer can join
Club U.N.l.T.E. at a Sebastian
salon by writing a $10 check
to one of the seven charities.
On the spot, he/she receives a
HSUS NEWS • Spring 1993
HSUS NEWS • Spring 1993
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DIVISION REPORT

ADOPT-ATEACHER
The National Association for Humane and
Environmental Education
(NAHEE), The
I
HSUS's
youth-educa<(
tion division, extends
appreciation to the
thousands of individuals and organizations
that participated in the AdoptA-Teacher program in 1992.
Special thanks go to the
donors listed here, who each
adopted 80 or more teachers
and enabled 2,500 or more
children to receive KIND
Nevvs every month during the
school year.
1992's Special Donors
Aiken SPCA; John W. Anderson Foundation; Animal

w
w

z

Protection and Education Association; Animal Protection
League (Alabama); Animal
Protection League (California); Animal Protective Society; Animal Rescue League of
Southern Rhode Island; The
Arizona Humane Society; Atlantic County SPCA; Rita Roe
Bartlett; Boulder County Humane Society; Brazos Animal
Shelter; Caldwell Humane Society.
The Canyon Hills Women's
Juniors; Capital Humane Society; Central California SPCA;
Cincinnati Humane Education
Network; Citizens for Animal
Protection; Contra Costa
County Animal Services; Patncia Conway Foundation;
Cornucopia Natural Foods,
Inc.; Denton Humane Society;
Ebell Club of Canyon Hill;

Fort Wayne Animal Control.
General Federation of
Women's Clubs; Haywood
Animal Welfare Association;
The Humane Campaign, Inc.;
Humane Education Committee; Humane Society of Angelina County; Humane Society of Bay County.
Humane Society of Hancock County; Humane Society
of Jefferson County; Humane
Society of Lewisville; Humane
Society of North Texas; Humane Society of Pulaski
County; Humane Society of
Santa Clara Valley; Humane
Society of Sarasota County;
Humane Society and SPCA of
Seattle/King County; Humane
Society of Tucson; Jackson
County Kind Committee;
Jacksonville Humane Society;
Kalamazoo Humane Society;

UP FRONT

Lower Valley Humane Society; Marin Humane Society;
Miami County Humane Society; Myrad Real Estate; The
North County Humane Society; Oregon Humane Society
and SPCA; People for Animals; Pets Are Worth Saving;
Pomona Valley Humane Society and SPCA; Porter County
Humane Society; Protective
Animal Welfare Society; Putnam County Humane Society,
Inc.
The Summerlee Foundation; Tennessee Humane Association; Tennessee Network
for Animals; Veterinary Medical Association of Tennessee;
Volunteers for Animal Welfare; Washington Humane Society; West Hawaii Humane
Society; Women's City Club of
Laredo.
•
Jay F Kirkpatrick administers an injection of immunocontraceptive vaccine to a wild
horse in Nevada as part ofan innovative attempt at effective, safe wildlife~fertility control. The HSUS sponsored the development of the promising new vaccine.

WILDLIFE

group of mares. However, because the
treated mares must be held for the interval
between shots, which is both costly and
potentially stressful to the horses, the other two groups were vaccinated with oneshot preparations.
Perhaps even more important than the
potential scientific gain is the shift in attitudes toward wild-horse management
symbolized by the Nevada project. For
decades The HSUS and others have battled the BLM and livestock interests to assure humane treatment of western wild
horses and to secure the horses' fair share
of the public lands' natural resources. In
our view the BLM has often initiated
wild-horse-population reductions based
on political pressure fi·om livestock interests rather than on sound scientific data on
horse populations and range conditions.
"Surplus" horses removed from the wild
have been put up for adoption or sent to
ill-conceived "sanctuaries" or have languished for months in temporary holding
facilities. All parties have agreed that
none of these solutions has proven completely satisfactory.
The turning point came in June 1991 at
a hearing of the Senate Appropriations
Subcommittee on Interior, when testimo-

New Day for Wild Horses
Immunocontraception project begins in Nevada

_ _ _ _ State _ _ _ Zip _ __
.Mail in confidence to: Murdaugh S. Madden, Vice President/Senior Counsel, The Humane Society of the United States, 2100 L
St., l\""1': \\':1shington, DC 20037.
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n a shimmering cold day last December, The 1-!SUS and the federal Bureau of Land Management
( BLM) opened a new chapter in the management of the fabled wild horses of the
American West. In a remarkable collaboration between researchers, the BLM, the
University of Nevada at Reno, and The
HSUS, 130 wild mares were rounded up,
treated with an immunocontraceptive vaccine, and returned to their home ranges in
the high desert of northeastern Nevada.
The immunocontraceptive vaccine,
which promises effective and safe
wildlife-fertility control, was developed
under the sponsorship of The HSUS by
the research team of Jay F. Kirkpatrick,
HSUS NEWS • Spring 1993

Ph.D., John W. Turner, Ph.D., and Irwin K.
M. Liu, DVM. (see the Fall 1991 HSUS
News). For six years free-ranging horses
on Assateague Island. Maryland, have
been darted with the vaccine; only twice
has a treated mare produced a foal (the
same mare both times). None ofthe mares
treated with the vaccine has shown health
problems or changes in behavior.
The Nevada wild-horse contraception
project will test three versions of the immunocontraceptive vaccine. One group of
mares was given a two-shot treatment, administered in a three-to-four-week period .
This treatment, used for the first five
years of the Assateague research, virtually
assures successful contraception for this

A researcher checks the identifj 1ing brand
ofa wild mare being restrained in a squeeze
chute prior to injection ·with the vaccine.
5

(From left to right) John Turner, Dr. Kirkpatrick, and Irwin Liu erect the trap in which
wild horses will be gathered and confined. Dr. Turner is affiliated with the Medical College of Ohio, D1: Liu with the University of California at Davis.

ny by Dr. Kirkpatrick and HSUS Vice
President, Wildlife and Habitat Protection, John W. Grandy, Ph.D., brought immunocontraception to the attention of
Sen. Harry Reid of Nevada. Senator Reid
immediately recognized the potential application of the immunocontraception research to western wild horses, the majority of whom live in his home state. With his
support Congress provided funds to the
BLM targeted specifically for a wildhorse i1mmmocontraception project. In
September 1992 the signing of a Memorandum of Understanding between the
BLM, The HSUS, the research team, and
the University of Nevada at Reno marked
the formal beginning of the project.
The Nevada BLM organized and executed a large-scale wild-horse roundup,
complete with a tent city, elaborate
portable corrals, and a small army of personnel. As BLM and contract personnel
sent horses through the maze of corrals,
researchers Kirkpatrick, Turner, and Liu
injected each adult mare with either the
immunocontraceptive vaccine or a placebo. The horses were painlessly freezebranded to allow later re-identification in
the field.
The researchers must wait until au6

tumn to determine whether the vaccines
successfully prevented pregnancies in
treated mares during the summer breeding
season. Prospects for success are bright:

preliminary evidence from the mares held
for the second shot of the two-shot protocol suggests that they were responding
well to the vaccine.
Wild horses, who are strangers to confinement and alarmed by the close presence of humans, are severely stressed by
roundups. We hope that the fertility-control technology being tested in this project
will reduce the need for such roundups in
the future. We also hope that the prudent
application of fertility control will reduce
the number of wild horses entering the
adoption program. Scaling down the
adoption program should allow more
careful screening of adoption applicants
and improve the quality of the horses'
adoptive homes.
We hope that the cooperative spirit
shown in the design and execution of the
immunocontraception sh1dy will increase
BLM sensitivity to other HSUS concerns
about wild-horse management. The
HSUS will continue to press for publicland-management policies that are scientifically sound and even-handed and allow
wild horses to stay wild.-Allen T Rutberg, Ph.D., HSUS senior scientist,
Wildlife and Habitat Protection

HUMANE EDUCATION

What's Wrong with This Picture?
Government lab-animal poster concerns HSUS

W

hen I first saw it," says firstgrade teacher Sheila Schwartz,
Ed.D., "I thought it was laughable. All those happy, smiling monkeys in
cages. Then I said to myself, 'This poster
is printed with goverm11ent money!' That
really bothered me because it's completely
biased and the subject is not age-appropliate at all." Dr. Schwartz, who has taught
grades one through five in her twentyseven-year teaching career, was looking at
a poster produced by the U.S. Department
of Health and Human Services (HHS) entitled "Let's Visit a Research Laboratory"
(see accompanying illustrations).

The full-color, cartoon-style poster
shows a building with thirteen different
rooms and feah1res people, animals, and
equipment. The building purpmis to be a
research laboratory, but certainly no invasive research is taking place there. The animals and people are all smiling. In Room
7, the testing lab, a happy monkey presses
buttons on a computer panel. The lucky
mice of Room 10, the rodent housing, are
graced with names such as Jimmy, Freddie, and Lizzy, just like family pets. Room
13, the monkey housing, is not a collection
of grim cages, but a delightful jungle-gym
affair in which many children would no
HSUS NEWS • Spring 1993

doubt enjoy playing.
The poster is accompanied by a presentation folder that includes suggested
classroom activities. The stated target audience for both the poster and the activities is children in grades two through five.
Also published by the HHS are a student
brochure entitled "Animals and Science,"
printed in large type (the kind generally
reserved for young readers), and a
teacher's guide with the same title.
Patty Finch, executive director of The
HSUS 's National Association for Humane
and Environmental Education (NAHEE)
and a former classroom teacher, was
deeply concerned when she saw the poster
and accompanying materials. "Teachers
often receive biased materials in the classroom," she observes. "But we don't expect
our govermnent to be the source of blatantly biased materials."
The poster's cartoon art is not in keeping with the seriousness of the controversial and emotionally charged issue of animal experimentation. It is, however, very
much in keeping with the preferences of
an audience of young children. Why
might cartoon art have been selected?
"Because a more realistic portrayal would
frighten children and be unacceptable to
teachers," says Ms. Finch. "When we cannot be truthful

about an issue without scaring young children, then the issue itself is inappropriate
for that age group.

who have not been trained as educators
may think that you can teach any subject
to young children so long as you simplifY
In fact, learn-

l

ln the poster created by the US. Department of
Health and Human Services, cheerfitlmonkeys housed in Room 13[1-olic in jungle-gym
enclosures. Their real-life counterparts often languish, isolated, in grim cages.

At NAHEE, we deliberately steer clear of
controversial issues, like the use of animals in laboratories, that young children
do not have the cognitive ability to comprehend fully. People

ing the age at which children are cognitively ready to assimilate different kinds
of information is a big part of teacher
training."
With assistance from HSUS Vice Pres----ident, Laboratory Animals, Martin Stephens, Ph.D., NAHEE staff members began to evaluate the materials more fully
and to develop an approach for alerting
educators to the problems they found.
A number of concerns emerged. Not
only did the poster exploit children's natural love of animals by persuading them
that laboratories were fun places for animals to be, but the sh1dent guide also polarized the issue by its choice of the word
"extremists" for those who would limit
the use of animals in research. The reality-that there exists a broad spectrum of
beliefs regarding this highly controversial topic-was not addressed. This approach is highly questionable from the
educator's standpoint. Both the student
and teacher guides dismissed the concept of "alternatives" to animal experiwl~==============:__
-------mentation.
~
Dr. Stephens observes, "It's ironic that
The lucky mice of Room I 0, the rodent-housing area, have been given the federal govermnent professes to supnames like Jimmy, Freddie, and Lizzy, just like beloved family pets.
port the development of alternatives to the

__________
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use of animals in research, yet these
materials dismissed the mainstream
tenn 'alternatives' in favor of the
belittling and misleading label 'adjuncts.' "
In the fall of last year, the HSUS
Scientific Advisory Council met to
consider, among other items, the
HHS education materials and a critique that NAHEE had prepared.
The council members agreed that
the bias in the materials was unjustified and recommended that
The HSUS invoke the federal
Freedom of Infonnation Act to
learn how many of the posters
mand accompanying materials had

l~===='====~=========~~:~ ili~ been
Such a distributed
request was nationwide.
made; The
In Room 7, the poster :s testing lab, a happy monkey presses buttons
on a computer panel as a smiling researcher watches the monkey in action.

HSUS is awaiting a response. Subsequently, The HSUS fonnulated a public
objection to the materials.
"We needed to be careful in fi·aming

our response," points out Ms. Finch. "We
wanted to inform teachers about the biased materials. We also wanted to leave
the question of whether or not to continue
using the materials~in full knowledge
of the biases and inaccuracies they contain~to
each educator's conscience.
Teachers are very sensitive, and rightly so,
to the issue of censorship. At the same
time, we felt a need to convince our government that it should not be the source of
such biased and inappropriate materials
for young children."
A position statement (reprinted below)
was issued by The HSUS. HSUS President Paul G. Irwin explained the HSUS
position in letters to President Bill Clinton
and Donna Shalala, secretary of HHS. lt is
hoped that, under President Clinton's administration, the HHS will discontinue
publication of these materials.~Willow
Ann So/tow, NAHEE direct01; Special
Programs

..-------~-----~~----~-----------

HSUS Position Statement on Elementary Education Materials Distributed by the
Department of Health and Human Services

T

he elem_enta_r_y education mat_e_rials titled ''Let's Visit a Research Laboratory'' (poster and .lesson plans), "Animals
and Science" (shtdent brochure), and
"Animals and Science" (teacher's guide)
were produced by the ·Department of
Health· and Human Services under the
auspices of the former ·Alcohol, Drug
Abuse, and Mental Health Administration. They are currently being distributed
by the Department of Health and Human
Services' National Instihtte of Mental
Health. These materials primarily target
young children who do not possess the
cognitive ability to make meaningful decisions regarding the highly controversial
and complex issue of the use of animals
in biomedical research. By targeting a
vulnerable audience, these materials fail
to meet even the most basic criteria for
objectivity. This discredits the use of the
materials as objective educational tools.
Moreover, the contents of the materials
are highly selective and at times misleading, revealing a biased and prejudicial
point of view, not a balanced treatment of

8

the subject. The materials fail to provide
an accurate representation of animal experimentation and its limits. They dismiss the mainstream concept of "alternatives" to animal experimentation in favor
ofthe belittling and misleading term "adjuncts.'' These and other shortcomings of
the materials are totally inconsistent with
the level of integrity and fairness that
should be observed in government-sponsored educational materials.
We find these materials to be both biased and pejorative in as much as they:
1. fail to address the inherently controversial nahtre of the subject;
2. exploit children's nahtral love of animals and attempt to persuade children
that laboratories are places in which research animals engage in playful and enjoyable activities;
3. fail to provide a balanced discussion of
the ethical considerations relating to the
potential suffering of animals used in research;
4. attempt to polarize the issue of the use
of animals in research by characterizing

people concerned about animal suffering
as "extremists";
5. seek to relegate sentient creahtres to
the same level of importance as the inanimate objects used by scientists in their
research;
6. reject the mainstream concept of "alternatives" to the use of animals in research and education;
7. fail to mention animal-welfare and animal-protection groups in listings of possible resource agencies and materials;
8. inadequately advise teachers regarding
the care and maintenance of animals used
in classroom shtdies.
Because the subject of the use of animals in biomedical research is highly
controversial and complex and therefore
inappropriate for young children, and
because of the blatant bias and propaganda evident in the above-named materials,
we strongly oppose the use of public
funds for the fuhtre production, distribution, and promotion of these materials
by the United States government and
its agencies.
•
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LABORATORY ANIMALS

Wanted: Better USDA Reporting
HSUS seeks more information on lab-animal use

P

ognize that our recommendations would
increase the administrative burden on laboratories and the USDA," noted Matiin L.
Stephens, Ph.D., HSUS vice president,
Laboratory Animals. "This is a small
price to pay for the ptivilege of continuing
to use animals in research, a privilege that
society is at least currently willing to grant
to research institutions."
The USDA has an opportunity to
demonstrate that it takes seriously the
public's concern about the use of animals
in experiments. The public should not be
kept in the dark about a practice financed
largely by public funds, ostensibly conducted for the public welfare, and undertaken mainly at public institutions. Public
disclosure is all the more imperative given
the controversial nature of animal experimentation.
This issue goes beyond the public's
right to know. Humane reform of animal
experimentation depends on open and informed discussion of all dimensions of the
issue. Without accurate profiles of the stahts quo, how can policymakers~in regulatory agencies, legislahtres, industry, academia, and elsewhere~chart progress in
reducing the suffering and use of animals
in experimentation?
At press time the petition remained un•
der review by the USDA.

ublic concern over the use of ani- discard its misleading system for classifymals in research has led many ing experiments according to whether or
western nations to regulate and not anesthesia was administered and remonitor animal experimentation. As part place it with a "pain scale" such as that
of their oversight, the governments
used in many other countries. This scale
Great Britain, Germany, the Netherlands, would provide more meaningful informaAustralia, and other countries issue annual tion about levels of pain and suffering.
reports to provide the public and other in- The petition also recommends that the
terested parties with profiles of laborato- USDA categorize the purpose of experiry-animal use nationwide. Such reports ments. The current system does not distinprovide a wealth of information about cur- guish among the broad categories of rerent and historical trends in animal use.
search, testing, and education. We also
In the United States, corresponding re- call upon the USDA to disclose whether
ports are issued by the U.S. Department of animals were obtained from the wild or
Agriculture (USDA), which enforces the from animal shelters or were bred specifiAnimal Welfare Act. The USDA's Animal cally for research. Additional recommenWelfare Enforcement reports are the only dations are presented in the petition.
aruma! profiles of animal use available in
If the USDA adopts The HSUS 's recthis country. Unfortunately, they pale in ommendations, research facilities will
comparison to the comprehensive profiles need to submit more information to the
of laboratory-animal use issued by many USDA, and the agency, in htrn, will have
other countries.
to process these additional data. "We recThe USDA repmis don't provide the total number of animals used in research because the agency keeps no figures on the
species that make up the vast majority ofthe
animals used in laboratories~mice, rats,
and birds. They contain no information
about controversial procedures such as the
Draize Eye-Irritancy Test, in which chemicals are tested in the eyes of rabbits, and the
Lethal Dose 50 Percent (LD50) Test, in
which animals are poisoned to death.
The data on primates are grossly inadequate. There is no information about how
these animals are used or from what
sources they are obtained. For example,
the reports contain no information about
chimpanzee use. Instead, data on chimpanzees are lumped together with inforn1ation about all other nonhuman ptimates.
In the fall of 1992, The HSUS filed an
administrative petition that calls upon the
USDA to overhaul its reporting system. USDA reports now provide no information on controversial procedures such as the
The petition recommends that the USDA Draize Eye-Irritancy Test, in which chemicals are tested in the eyes of" rabbits.
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hickens---our language is filled with references to
their behavior. People are called "chicken" when
afraid, "henpecked" when nagged, and our problems
are said to "come home to roost." But despite their
prominence in our language, chickens have little going for them in the public eye.
Chickens don't gaze at us soulfully or wriggle with
joy; they express emotions more subtly, through a rich variety of
calls and postures. To a casual observer, their movements can appear
mechanical, even comical. Because of chickens' apparent lack of
similarity to companion animals, it can be hard to relate to the suffering of a laying hen crowded into a wire cage, unable to spread her
wings. But if people knew more about the true nature of chickens, I
think we would see a resounding public outcry over their mistreatment on factory farms. Their future depends on new public appreciation of the hen: she is not unlovable or emotionless, but a thinking,
sensitive, and complex creature.
A chicken can recognize and remember about 100 other chickens.
Chickens enjoy playing with toys, preferring balls with faces over
plain balls. Some
chickens like listening to classical music
(Vivaldi, in particular) while others cuddle up to red mittens
for comfort. Knocking on the door before entering a small
henhouse will keep
hens from being startled by a visitor.
These are but a few
examples of the interesting nature of laying hens.
The chicken was brought to America by the Pilgrims. Descended
from the red jungle fowl of Southeast Asia, the modern laying hen is
very similar to her ancestors in general behavior. When allowed to
roam freely, hens are extremely active during the day-walking, running, flying, exploring, and searching for food. At night they roost
together, preferring to perch high off the ground. Their reputation as
"chickens" may be due to their response to predators-running or
flying away when disturbed, sometimes freezing or crouching.
Chickens are inquisitive animals and will closely investigate anything new in their environment. Hens like to work for their food.
Even if food is readily available, hens choose to spend a large part of
their day exploring for food and scratching and pecking at the
ground.
Chickens are very social animals and form tight social groups.
Groups of birds tend to dust-bathe (a grooming behavior) and eat toA massive, four-tier house for laying hens is typical of today's intensive-confinement battery-cage operations. Above: newly hatched chicks begin life crowded in
incubator cases. The females are destined for lives as assembly-line egg-laying
machines; the males are killed.
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gether. They communicate with each other
through visual displays and calls. The baby chick begins communicating while still
inside the egg, responding with positive
chirps to the mother's purring as she incubates the egg. Once hatched, the chick
"imprints" on the mother hen, maintaining
a permanent, close relationship with the
hen as he/she matures.
Nesting is extremely important to laying
hens. They prefer to lay their eggs in a private nest, and they perform an elaborate sequence of behaviors while searching for a
nest site, building the nest, and laying eggs.
Laying hens have a well-developed nervous system and are sensitive to touch,
temperature, and pain. They also have excellent vision and see a color range similar
to that seen by humans.
It is hard to imagine less appropriate
housing for the highly social, complex,
and active laying hen than "battery" cages.
These cages, made entirely of wire, are so
small and cramped that the hens cannot
even spread their wings. About 98 percent
of all eggs sold in supermarkets come
from hens who spend their entire produc-

HOW YOU CAN HELP
• Ask your
grocer to stock
eggs from uncaged hens.
• Urge restaurants and bak~~~• cries to purchase
eggs from uncaged
hens or to feature such eggs in one or
two entrees or select baked goods.
• Send for our action packet, which describes how you can start an "egg effort" in your city and gives more information on how you can help to get laying hens out of battery cages.
Finally, consider these "three Rs"
when you shop or eat out:
Refine your diet by purchasing eggs
from humane egg-production systems.
Look for the words Fee-roaming, Feerange, .fi·ee-running, or uncaged on the
carton.
Reduce your consumption of eggs.
Replace eggs in your diet with
nonanimal foods.
It is within our power as caring consumers to create a better future for farm
animals, for humane farmers and

I '"'"'""· '"d foe_ """"'·'"· PI'"~' bogm today by JOimng us m our efforts to J:
free laying hens from their cages.
•
-----~-
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tive lives-up to two years---crowded into
tiny cages with other hens.
To limit the damage from the aberrant
excessive pecking of cagemates in this restrictive and barren enviromnent, part of
the hen's beak is removed, a practice
termed "debeaking." A hen's beak is crucial for preening, exploring, and feeding;
debeaked chickens show behavior changes
suggestive of not only short-term but also
long-term pain. The severed nerve endings
in the beak develop into abnormal nervous
tissue, and the beak never heals properly.
A hen's nesting desire is so strong that
she will go without food and water to be
allowed to use a nest when she's ready to
lay. Deprived of nests, hens in battery
cages pace anxiously and repeatedly attempt to escape for two to four hours prior
to laying an egg. Without privacy or nests,
they Jay their eggs on the sloping wire
floor on which they are forced to stand.
These birds are bred to be egg-laying machines, continuing to lay normally even
when severely injured. They typically lay
230 to 280 eggs a year.
Hens suffer foot and feather damage
from poorly designed wire cages unsuited
to their needs. The wire floor doesn't allow dust-bathing, or scratching, or pecking
at the ground for food, and the cramped
quarters do not even permit normal preening. The complete lack of exercise, coupled with the demands of high egg production, causes bone weakness, predisposing
the hens to broken bones.
About 20 percent of laying hens are
subjected to forced molting. Typically
tl1od is withheld for up to twelve days (water is usually withheld for one to three
days). This shock treatment causes almost
all the birds to molt rapidly at the same
time instead of at their natural pace, so
that, when they recover, their productive
life will have been extended.
Considered "spent" after twelve to
twenty-tour months in battery cages, hens
are pulled out of their cages, stuffed into
crates, and sent to slaughter. Laying hens
sutfcr especially high rates of death and
injury during this ordeal. Many arc transported great distances in open (uncovered)
trucks, completely exposed to the elements
and deprived of food and water. During
handling and transport, large numbers of
these hens (68 percent in one study) have
their weakened bones broken.
The final act of cruelty to the hens is
slaughtering them without prior stutming
to render them unconscious. The battery
cage is the cause of this cruelty, as well:
the hens' weakened bones would fracture
during stunning. Fully conscious, hens are

shackled upside down on a conveyor and
their throats are cut by an automated knife.
Then they are dropped into a scalding
tank. The birds are supposedly dead when
they go into the scalding tanks, but in a
European sh1dy, 30 percent of chickens
were still alive when they were dropped into the tanks.
The flesh from "spent" laying hens is
so bruised and damaged that it can be used
only for foods such as soup, pot pies, or
pet food. These hens endure extreme fear,
abusive handling, open transport, and broken bones only to be sold for as little as
twenty-five cents each.
Ironically, the first time battery-caged
hens are able to flap their wings is when
they struggle against rough handling as
they are transported to the slaughterhouse.
The first time they experience the outdoors is when they are sent to slaughter in
open trucks. As future egg layers, female
baby chicks are spared from death. Male
baby chicks, having no value to the egg industry, are gassed, ground up, or suffocated. But at least they do not have to suffer
life in a battery cage.
Most of us grow up with images of
barnyards where hens run about freely,
happily clucking and pecking at the
ground, and laying their eggs in strawfilled nests. Why hasn't the reality of the
battery cage replaced this myth in advertising or in children's books?
The obvious answer is that showing us
the reality of the hen's life would decrease
egg sales. Consumers are misled by idyllic
barnyard scenes with hens brooding in
nests and chicks cheeping behind their attentive mothers. Just as objectionable are
the ads portraying chickens as dumb-far
from accurate or appreciative of the unique
and complex behaviors chickens display.
The happy barnyard hen is not the only
myth being perpehtated. America cherishes
its heritage of family farms and wants to
keep farmers and ranchers on the land. But
in the last twelve years, 80 percent of U.S.
egg producers have been driven out of
business. This loss of farmers has paralleled the increase in the number of producers keeping more than a million birds, all in
battery cages.
Confining hens to the battery cage is
not the only cruelty inflicted in the poultry
industry. The life of a poultry-processing
worker is also one of misery. The line
speeds at processing plants are so fast that
many workers are forced to perform a
repetitive motion on every other bird, one
motion every two seconds' One in three
workers suffers moderate to extreme pain
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laying hens by picking up a carton of eggs
from more humanely raised, uncaged hens.
Once the industry becomes aware of
consumers' concern for hens and the de-

Rhode Island reds bustle contentedly outside henhouses equipped \Yith ramps for easy access. On such
free-range farms, laying hens can go outdoors, enjoy social contact, and cat and brood comforlabl;; !met:
unlike the laying hens restricted to crowded cages, these hens can move about and socialize. v\~1C11 consumers demand eggs from hens raised more humancl); retailers "ill respond.

from musculoskeletal disorders, and every
year 28,000 people lose their jobs or become disabled due to work-related inJUnes.
Our country is not only losing its independent family farmers, but the poultry industry is also treating people and animals
like mere machines to be used until they
are "spent." It's time to hold the industry
accountable for its practices.
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We, the consumers, are the key. How
we spend our money at the grocery store
directly influences how food is made and
how animals are raised. Every time you
reach for a carton of eggs from batterycaged hens, you are telling the grocer and
the egg industry that you accept that product and the current treatment of laying
hens. Instead for just pem1ies more a day,
you can improve the lives of millions of

mand for eggs from uncaged birds, it will
begin to buy from farmers who are producing eggs more humanely. Other farmers will be able to release their birds from
cages and begin raising free-roaming
birds.
Today these more humanely produced
foods are not readily available in convenient locations such as local grocery
stores. To confront this problem, The
HSUS is mounting an "egg effort" in several major cities. We are joining forces
with consumer, environmental, farmer,
and animal-protection groups in each city
to bring eggs from uncaged hens into grocery stores and to urge consumers to support the more humane egg farmers. At the
same time, we will help consumers learn
about the cruelties endured by batterycaged hens and how each of us can help
give them a better life. After some 8,000
years of domestication and service to 1mmankind, they deserve nothing less.
Our efforts to empower consumers to
improve the lives of laying hens are part of
a new HSUS nationwide campaign asking
consumers to "shop with compassion."
Because the battery cage is one of the
most inhumane systems for raising animals, it is the first target of our campaign.
No other farm animal endures such extreme physical confinement and crowding
for as long as the laying hen does. We
need your help to spread the word about
battery-caged hens and to urge all egg
users to switch to eggs from free-roaming
hens.
•

Melanie Adcock, D. VM., is HSUS director
offarm animals.
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DEMYSTIFYING CATS
CoMMONPLACE, YET

commonly misunderstood, the domestic cat is now
the most popular
companion animal
in America. More
than 57 million cats
are kept in more
than 29 million
households, according to a 1992 survey conducted by
the American Veterinary Medical Association. Dogs number approximately 52.5
million, and although still considered
"man's best friend," they have lost their
longtime status as top pet. How does one
explain the recent surge in cat popularity?
When asked, cat owners are apt to describe
their pets as mysterious, clever, graceful,
yet impossible to comprehend. They love
cats, but they don't know cats.
That is why 1993 has been designated
"The Year of the Cat" (see the Winter
1993 HSUS News). Four of the nation's
largest animal-protection organizationsThe HSUS, the American Humane Association, the American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, and the
Massachusetts Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Animals-have joined forces
to help demystify the cat. "Our goal is to
celebrate cats, to teach people about their
physical and psychological needs, and,
most importantly, to encourage owner responsibility," said HSUS President Paul G.
Irwin. "We are asking our members and
thousands oflocal humane groups and animal-control agencies to participate in
'Year of the Cat' activities."
People tend to like or dislike cats for
the same reasons. An admirer may cherish
a eat's seeming independence, but someone else might interpret that very trait as
aloofness. To one, the cat is quiet and dignified; to the other, secretive. "The good
thing about cats is they need little train14

ing." "The problem with cats is they can't
be trained." People too often label cats in
absolute terms, as "enigmatic" or "unpredictable," "self-reliant" or "solitary." But
cats are nothing if not flexible and adaptable. They can, by turns, be solitary or sociable, independent or demanding. That is
the true nature of cats: they may appear to
be contradictory creatures, but they are
not. Cats are, uniquely, cats.
The earliest records documenting the
domestication of cats date back a mere
4,000 years. In contrast, cave paintings
prove that dogs had been domesticated by
Stone Age humans some 20,000 years earlier; horses, reindeer, and ferrets were also
domesticated by hunting and gathering
tribes millennia before cats. These animals
helped to find or provide food for nomadic
cultures; dogs provided protection as well.
Much later, as an agricultural society developed in Egypt, the gradual domestication of cats began.
In ancient Egypt cats protected vast
grain stores from hordes of rodents. No
one knows whether cats were acquired for
that purpose or wild cats opportunistically
moved in to feast on an abundant supply of
prey, but it is clear cats were highly regarded for their pest-control services. The wild
cat, Felis sylvestris, was first tamed, then
domesticated and selectively bred. Eventually, cats in Egypt became the objects of
fervent religious worship, with temples
erected to the cat goddess, Bastet. Anyone
who killed a cat could be punished by
death. The corpses of cats were mummified, bound with colorful wrappings, and
either wrapped in woven straw or placed in
cat-shaped coffins. They were then buried
in enormous cemeteries, each of which
might preserve the remains of countless
thousands of sacred felines.
Though ancient Egyptians strictly prohibited the export of their cats, some were
nonetheless smuggled out by merchant

Phoenicians and later by conquering Romans. In time cats spread throughout
North Africa, Europe, and Asia, where
they were generally well treated for their
essential services as mousers and occasionally kept as high-status pets by the
rich. Some cultures, most notably in
Greece and India, bestowed upon cats
some degree of religious significance and
treated them with reverence.
The darkest chapter in the history of the
domestic cat occurred in Europe during
the Middle Ages. Misguided Christians associated cats with demon worship and
witchcraft and so identified them as enemies of the Church. Preposterous stories
were concocted that witches could transform themselves into cats to escape detection. Cats were said to have a pact with the
devil; they could portend the future, steal
the breath of babies, and bestow bad luck.
Black cats in particular were reviled since
they were the color of darkness and therefore the most evil. These hysterical beliefs
reached fever pitch at the time of the Inquisition and provided justification for the
wholesale persecution of cats. Such treatment occurred principally in Europe but
also, to a certain degree, in colonial New
England. Cats were tortured, drowned,
dismembered, or burned to death by religious zealots. Countless thousands-perhaps millions-perished. The hysteria had
mostly ended by the eighteenth century,
but we are left with some of the foolish
myths and superstitions about cats that
date from that dreadful period.
Happily, domestic cats are once again
widely beloved. In developed countries,
their traditional role as mousers has been
almost totally superseded by their growing
appeal as household pets. We keep cats because of their beauty, perfection of form,
individuality, and sometimes-comic antics.
Above all, we keep them for companionship. More and more of us have come to
learn that cats are fascinating and complex
beings, with a wide range of behaviors,
HSUS NEWS • Spring 1993
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emotions, and needs.
Only during the past fifty years have
we seriously begun to unravel the mysteries of the cat. Through the relatively new
science of animal behavior, we have finally learned, for example, why cats purr.
Purring is not simply a sign of contentment, as cat lovers have assumed for ages.
Cats will sometimes purr loudly if they are
submissive, fearful, in extreme pain, or
even dying. Purring is more accurately described as a form of communication signaling a desire for friendship or the need
for help.
Cats employ a rich repertoire of sounds
and body postures to share information
among themselves and with us. While they
undoubtedly understand one another quite
clearly, we have not yet grasped the precise meaning of more than a small proportion of feline vocalizations. A eat's body
language may be easier to interpret. Cats
communicate visually by using tail movements, facial expressions, ear positions,
and whole-body postures. We generally
recognize visual displays of friendliness,
submission, fear, playfulness, or aggression. But as HSUS animal behaviorist
Randall Lockwood, Ph.D., points out,
"Cats are masters of double-talk, since different parts of the body may be signaling
simultaneous conflicting messages."
Perhaps, for now, we are incapable of
comprehending the nuances of "catspeak."
However, if you live with a cat long
enough, he/she may choose to adapt to
your limited abilities. Owners have found
that most cats will eventually pantomime
their demands through simple and original
gestures for "clean the litterbox," "scratch
here," or "bring home the catnip."
It has been said that domestic cats are
solitary creatures, like their wild ancestors.
The truth is that, through the process of
domestication, we have changed them
from reclusive creatures to individuals
who are usually quite tolerant of others.
Often they're downright sociable. A European wild cat may stake out, through scent
markings, a personal territory of between
50 and 160 acres, depending on his/her sex
and available food supply. Domestic cats
can peacefully coexist at much higher densities, several dozen cats per acre, provided
that competition for food is eliminated
through ample daily feedings. Domestic
cats often engage in mutual grooming and
16

may play, eat, and sleep together, unlike their wild
ancestors.
The social tolerance of
our cats reflects one important component of the domestication process, a condition called neoteny, defined as the retention of juvenile characteristics into
adulthood. All kittens, wild
or domestic, display dependence, playfulness, curiosity, sociability, and an ability to
bond with their mothers and littermates. These qualities markedly diminish as the wild cat matures but
persist in the domesticated cat. The
owner fills the role of "pseudoparent," and other familiar cats are
viewed as littermates.
Domestic cats resemble their
wild counterparts in other ways.
They appear most wild when they
engage in predatory behavior. Studies have shown that each pet cat allowed access to the outdoors may
stalk and kill several hundred small
mammals and birds every year.
Contrary to popular belief, well-fed
cats are among the most efficient
of feline predators because they can
afford to be more patient and deliberate than hungrier cats. Due to the
advent of modern pest-control
methods, rats and mice are no
longer the usual prey of outdoor
cats. Instead, at least several hundred million rabbits, squirrels,
chipmunks, and songbirds are
killed each year by tens of millions of freeroaming cats in America. It's no surprise
that conflicts frequently arise between
owners of outdoor cats and people who enjoy feeding and watching wildlife.
The most responsible choice is to keep
cats indoors. Caring owners must realize
that the price of a domestic eat's so-called
freedom is paid in many innocent lives. If
you feel your older cat cannot adapt to life
indoors, be sure to let him/her out for short
daytime periods only, and under close supei-vision. Many cats will quickly adjust to
exercising on a leash-including the president's cat, Socks. Other responsible pet
owners choose to construct escape-proof
outdoor pens for their cats.

Indoor cats live longer, healthier lives.
The average life span of a well-kept cat is
thirteen years; some live as long as twenty
years. By keeping your cat indoors, you
protect him/her from the dangers of automobiles, environmental poisons, internal
and external parasites, fatal diseases (such
as feline leukemia or rabies), frostbite, and
dog attacks. You also avoid unnecessary
heartbreak and veterinary expense.
Be good to your cat. See to it that she is
spayed or he is neutered to help prevent
pet overpopulation. Keep the inoculation
schedule current and always make sure
your cat wears an identification tag in case
he/she is lost or injured. Only a tiny fraction (2 to 4 percent) of stray cats in animal
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shelters are ever reunited with their owners
because they lack proper identification.
During "The Year of the Cat," help us
spread the news that cats are
and highly individual creatures.
Marc Paulhus is HSUS vice president,
Companion Animals.
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AN ENVIRONMENTAL
AGENDA FOR THE 1990s
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sensed four or five
years ago that I was
beginning a journey
that would eventually
bring me before The
Humane Society of the
United States. It was a journey
the implications of which I
didn't fully understand. It began
with my acquaintance with Jan
Hartke [president of HSUS affiliate EarthKind (USA)] in
New Mexico, on the ski slopes
of Colorado, and in a variety of
other places. In the course of
this acquaintance, Jan drew me
ever so thoughtfully into the issue of the humane and compassionate treatment of animals.
I grew up in a small western
town where these weren't exactly the issues of the day! T
grew up in a rural tradition
which, for all of its strengths,
was uniquely thoughtless in the
treatment of animals and the
extent to which the human spirit and human compassion is a
factor in our relationship with
the rest of Creation. I have now
begun to understand-I've begun that pilgrimage. It is in that sense that I
come here today, to see if I can explain why I
think there is a great convergence taking place
between the work of The Humane Society of the
United States-its traditional function of animal
protection, widening and broadening to a larger
view of Creation that says that cruelty to animals
comes in many forms (in traditional forms and
in the thoughtless destruction of habitat, the extinction of species, the presence of man, and
mankind's expansion at the expense of
Creation)-and the environmental movement.
The enviromnental movement has gradually become aware of your concerns and come to understand that the task of preserving biodiversity
is a large and daunting task. Ultimately there
isn't a chance of persuading people, civilizations,
and countries to take biodiversity seriously unless they first understand, from the depths of the

human spirit, the need to relate
to Creation, to be sensitive to
the realities of suffering and
mistreatment, and to have a
larger, holistic, spiritual view of
what Creation is about.
The environmental movement has been a good while
coming to understand that. I
think we now understand that
the human spirit has to accept
the responsibilities that we as
one species have at the apex of
Creation, to make space for the
rest of Creation to play its assigned role on this planet and to
do it in a thoughtful and compassionate and reasonable way.
A nice example of that was
an initiative to ban steel-jaw
traps in my state of Arizona.
[Unfortunately, it was defeated
in November.] Ten years ago
the initiative would have had a
very narrow constituency. But it
came in the context of broad
support from the entire environmental movement, with a deep
understanding that a society
that can allow animals to innocently get caught in steel traps
and die an agonizing death under the desert sun
can't possibly have the spiritual strength to deal
with all of the issues of habitat, biodiversity, and
living thoughtfully on the land.
'd like to talk about biodiversity issues.
Biodiversity, in my judgment, is really
about space, habitat. It's ultimately
about whether or not the human species
has the self-control and the ability to
live lightly on this planet with space for
the rest of Creation. It's deeply involved in the
shape of our industrial society, population issues,
the way we develop land, and ultimately it's going to mean changes in the spirit and life-style of
a lot of people.
Right now, today, there are in the United
States two pieces of legislation of great importance that relate to the biodiversity issue, and I
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think we need to understand them. They're not
the ultimate answer, but they're the entering
wedges. They are already under fierce assault
from the people who would say the role of the
human species is not stewardship, it is the untrammeled right to destroy anything, anywhere,
at any time. The debate is inevitably going to get
very intense. We can't take the gains for granted.
The first statute is the Endangered Species
Act (ESA). The Endangered Species Act, passed
in 1973, was an extraordinary achievement,
probably the most revolutionary environmental
law of this century because it explicitly says,
when a species begins the downward slide toward extinction, the response will be a habitatprotection plan that will make it a criminal offense to take either that species or its habitat. It's
been a resounding success over the last twenty
years. Of course, we ought to be dealing with
these issues before a species reaches the emergency room and in a much more aggressive way.
The ESA has nonetheless been an extraordinary
success. It has led to the revival of many species
at the brink of extinction. One thinks of the bald
eagle, the peregrine falcon, the American alligator, the black-footed ferret, and others (the successes are never advertised).
I've just come from a long and difficult struggle in the state of Nevada over a habitat-conservation plan for the desert tortoise, a species in
deep trouble because of pulmonary infections
transmitted from domestic tortoise species that
have now invaded the entire tortoise habitat of
the Great Basin. We have managed to work out a
habitat-conservation plan that is beautifully simple. It says to developers in the Las Vegas area as
they begin to impinge upon tortoise habitat,
You're going to pay a fee into a conservation
fund for every lot that is sold or developed in
Las Vegas, and that fcmd will begin to consolidate the back country, the open spaces, and set
them into a preservation mode for eternity. The
Bureau of Land Management has been required
to reduce cattle grazing, which is absolutely incompatible because of competition for forage
and the destruction of tortoise nests, among other things. With that one example we've done
what we're going to have to do on a broad scale
everywhere in the United States. We've said, The
imprint of the human species can't just metastasize endlessly across the land; it has to be concentrated thoughtfully, and a lot of space has to
be left free of human interference because there
are other requisites if you believe in the interrelated and interconnected web of Creation and the
beauty of evolutionary diversity.
There are many, many other examples. The
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difficulty is that the Bush administration decided
to polarize the issue and to take on the Endangered Species Act. They took it on in the Pacific
Northwest in a bitter, drawn-out, antagonistic
fight, in which the president of the United States
himself went to the state of Washington saying,
It's either spotted owls or
your jobs. He deliberately
attempted to say, There
isn't enough room for
biodiversity and the human species-and T, the
president of the United
States, come down on the
side of the inherent right
of the human species to
saw down every last remnant of old-growth forest
in the Pacific Northwest.
It was demagogic because
there really isn't that conflict. The reason jobs are
being lost in the Pacific
Northwest is because the
timber companies are shutting down the mills so
that they can ship round logs to Japan to be
processed in mills in Japan. They are moving
their timber operations, appropriately, to parts of
the American South. But there was a group in
the Bush administration who believed that biodiversity and the protection of species is a pantheistic plot that threatens their concept of the 1mman species as having the unmitigated right to
destroy anything in its way at whatever price of
pain, suffering, cruelty, and extinction.
As fate would have it, the country's one other
effective biodiversity law is also up for renewal.
It is also going to be the subject of a !mockdown, drag-out fight. It is wetlands legislation.
It's not commonly understood by most Americans what wetlands are all about. Wetlands are
the most biologically diverse and richest habitat
on the entire planet. It's not just coastal estuaries
but rivers, the swampy land in the Midwest, the
potholes that sustain the Pacific flyway of migratory waterfowl. The wetlands law says that the
requisites of biodiversity and the need to live in
harmony on this planet require that we pass a
law restricting the rights, even of private
landowners, to continue filling in, draining, bulldozing, eliminating wetland areas. The president
ofthe United States, in 1988, said, There will be,
while I am president, no net loss of wetlands;
we're going to stop the destruction and extinction of wetlands. But two years ago he stood in
front of the Ame1ican people and said, There
won't be any net loss of wetlands, but I've just

Governor Babbitt balds the
undivided attention c!f the
audience durinB his k<ynote
speech at the I-IS US
national cOI:forence.
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changed the definition of wetlands. I've eliminated fifty million acres, one half of the entire
wetland base of the United States.
We must protect those laws and at the same
time start to think even more broadly about how
we preserve space on this planet. The problem is
a land-use-planning issue, an environmental issue, and a spiritual issue. Such concepts are very
strange in our culture, particularly in the western
United States, but we have to have vision and the
courage to continue expanding the concepts.
e really have two tasks:
one-tough enough-is to
take care of what we have
within our jurisdiction in
the United States of America. There's a broader world
out there, and we can't tum our backs on that
broader world because there really aren't boundaries anymore. We live in a tmified world economy, but we also live in a borderless, ecological
world. Everything we do affects everybody else.
The extinction of a species is a permanent loss
for the entire world. It is millions of years of
growth and development put out forever. How do
we extend our reach around the world? How do
we react to the slaughter of elephants in Africa
for ivory signature stamps in Japan; the ravaging
of the white and black rhino populations for dagger handles for young men in Kuwait, Oman, and
the Middle East; the looming extinction of tropical parrots and macaws in South America? These
birds are captured for buyers in the United States
who will pay up to $30,000 for a hyacinth macaw. You can stand on docks outside of Manaus
and other towns in the Amazon and see confiscated crates with blue-and-yellow macaws, their feet
taped, their bealcs wired, stacked up like cordwood in boxes. They have a fatality rate of 50
percent by the time they're smuggled into Miami.
What can we do together to stop the incredible onslaught of destruction and violence all over
the world? To answer that question, I'd like to
tell you about a young man named Sam LaBudde and a piece of legislation called the Marine Mmmnal Protection Act [MMPA]. The Marine Mammal Protection Act was first passed in
1972 under the leadership of Rep. John Dingell
and amended several times at the instigation of
Rep. Gerry Studds and a few other thoughtful
people in Congress. They said, It's up to the Department of Cmmnerce to establish reasonable
fishing standards for the tuna industry-and, as a
footnote, we are mandating the Department of
Commerce to close American markets to the tuna products of any nation that does not comply
20

with these reasonable fishing standards.
Although that bill was signed by the president, no one enforced it; nothing happened.
Then, in the late '80s, a young man named Sam
LaBudde, who lived in San Francisco, at the instigation of the Earth Island Institute, bought a
video camera and went to Ensenada. He hired
onto a Panamanian tuna boat posing as a fisherman, went to sea for three months, and filmed
the use of purse-seine nets to catch tropical, yellowfin tuna. The nets as they came up had
trapped vast numbers of dolphins, which were
drowned in the process (they are air-breathing
mammals), and Sam filmed some extraordinarily
gory scenes of the drowned dolphins being
dumped overboard as the catch was brought in.
He brought those films back; they played on
NBC some months later and created an outcry
from the American people. Sometimes people
seem to have an endless capacity to tolerate brutality and the suffering of animals, but other
times something comes at exactly the right moment and gets a reaction. In the wake of that outcry, lawyers went to court and forced the Department of Commerce to enforce the MMPA embargo provision, closing American markets to tuna exports from any nation using purse-seine
nets to encircle dolphins and without dolphinprotection provisions comparable to those of the
United States. Kicking and screaming, the Bush
administration finally locked down the trade embargo. The American people, through legislation
and court action, backed up by public understanding, have begun to change the fishing practices of every nation in the world because of the
power of our market, our consumers who insist
on dolphin-safe tuna. Purse-seine fishing on dolphins is on the way out because few nations are
going to be willing to violate these standards if
they're denied access to American markets.
We in the United States have the power to
stop such destruction by displaying the leadership to say that American markets are not going
to be open to people who brazenly and blatantly
violate common, accepted standards of conduct.
We're not going to be able to do it in the rest
of the world unless we take the moral high
ground at home. It's risky to dictate standards to
the rest of the world, but I think we have the capacity to do it if we have a policy that's not selective, not species-specific but rather one that says,
We're going to live on this planet in harmony
with the rest of Creation. We are going to be outraged and indignant at senseless cruelty to animals. In the process of exerting that moral authority, plus [using] the stick of closing our mar•
kets, we'll bring the rest of the world along.
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PRISONERS
OF WAR

J

armary 2-24, 1993, I traveled mals are being· killed or snatched from
oughouHndone~ia to investi- their home~ for research, no one has
gate the legal traffic and export bothered to find out how many prim&tes
.
· of priinates·, from their capture are actually left. There' has been no wildto their ultimate destinatioh. life census in Indonesia since 1972.
·
My fieldwork first took me to Jakarta,
'This tr~de supplies animal subjects 'to the
laboratory-research facilities ·of the Up.it- on the island of Java, and to Deli Island,
ed States (and of other countries, al- off Java's. coast. Jakarta is home to the
though the United States is by far the d€alers who export the monkeys, but, notl
largest recipient· of wild-caught imd· cap- home to the monkey~. Therefore, by thtt
'tive-bred monkeys).
.
. time they reach the expor;ters' facilities,'
Indonesia was a logical place to begin the monkeys have already experienced
the investigation. In the past five years·, immeasurable suffering. ,
Indonesia has exported more than 50,000
To docun1ent fully the trade in wild
monkeys worldwide; the . majority · of primates, I then traveled by car ahd boat
tliem have come to the Uriited States.· to ·the northern part of Indonesia, the isThere are cui-rently five licensed primate land of Sumatra, where the monkeys live
'e~porters operating i~ Indonesia. (Only. in the wild, and then overland to the cities
four are actively exporting at this time.) of Palembarrg and I;mnpung on Sumatra,
Over th~ last two years, there has been a to document their capture.
. In a related expedition, I also flew to
significant reduction in the numbers of
animals · being · ex-. ·'
·
KalimantaiJ., the Inported from Indone-'
donesian part -of .the
sia; but experts in\ the.
island of Borneo.
industry predict a reThere I spent two remarkable days with
turn -to .. the high
1988-89 levels due
famed primatologist
to . anticipated inBirute. Galdikas,
creased government
Ph.D., and particiRat,funciing of research
ed, physically · f!nd
projects requiring ·
spiritually, in the. reprimates as the pritUrn of eig~t young
mary model.
1
orangutans · to· the
As · our demand
wild {see "sidebar).'
for prip1ates for reHSUS · President
search has increased,
Paul G. Irwin exam-·
so too has human en- '
ined the animal market~ in . Bangkok,
croachment, ·which
Thailand, and visited
results in massive
loss of primate habia wild-bird rehabilitatat..' Primates 'in Intion project in Singadonesia · are consid"
pore as I traveled exered pests and are
tensively. throughout
killed indiscriminate- David Wills writes up field notes on Indonesia. The condi. ly thi-ough agricultur- board a cargo boat en route to Deli. tions he witn~ssed
ah:o.ntrol programs.· Island, home of a primate-breeding, firsthand in Thailand
Although the· ani- program, off Java's coast. ·
were as deplorable as
.

thr.

These free-ranging
long-tailed macaques
are two of approxi. mately 6,000 in a pri- ·
vate captive-breeding colony on Deli
Island. Inset: a longtailed macaque captured by Indonesians
in Sumatra is des-

those I obser\red in lhdonesia.
An andllary assii;nment was tb examine )he capture -and sale pf wild birds ari.Q
other native wildlife.and.document the inherent brutalities of the large animal markets. In Jakarta I visited the infamous Pramuka bir.d market. wh~re literally tens of
· thousands. of exotic birds and mammals .
were offered for sale as food or pets or
simply objects of amusement. The market
covers more_ than three city blocks. It
seemed as though every species of bird
was represented. Cages of- birds and
maminals are piled two ·~tories high.
When I visited the market, it was hot
and raining heavily. The animals' deafen. ing cries of fright and. frustnition-hit mt:;
before I even reached the market. The
birds who had died over the previous
night were taken ·tfom the cages and
thiown with 'callous efficiency_ into the
stream below. I shuddered at the· cries of a
·baby river otter who had been \snatched
from the wild. He turned frantically in his
small cage, 'wailing in feat. and confusion;
unable to comprehend his fate. ·
The two primate· species most com. monly exported from Indonesia are the
·. Macae a fafcicularis, or ·long-tailed macaque, and the Macaca neme:Strina, or pigtailed macaque. Both' species have· been
extensively utilized·. in r~search: The va_st
majority of those who come from Indone".
sia come from wild-caught populations.
Habitat destruction, hunting, ,and capture for reseilfch have begun to put a terrible strain on tbe wi'ld populations of
these .two primates. As a consequence,
numerous captive-breedirig.facilities have
been e~tablished that acquire their breeding population from the wild and sell subsequent generations of offspring to the re1·
search community..
' It's· hard. to describe the ,chaos and
tragedy capture inflicts on wild primates.
Both species I observed are highly intelligent and socially complex creatures. A
great deal of their time each day is spent
grooming, touchi!lg, and interacting with
other members. of their communal family.
They travel in well-defined groups and
are both curious and cognitive in their re· ~ lationships with their envir'onment and
~- · each other.
fij
Capture methods vary. Often a group
~ of pii,II).ate trappers ~o9ates ~ "sleeping.
~ tree." Monkeys are dmrnal ammals: they

feed ~d move during daylight hours. As ten made of bamboo stalk,s ti~d. together
night falls they gather together for safety ·with rope and twine. The monkeys' faces
l:llld .comfort, usually at preselected evoke ·pictures of··prisoners of war in
"sleeping' trees." The trees afford· them World War II newsr.eels. Their soulful
protection from the. predators who are eyes peer out frantically from their cages.
more noctunial in their habit.s. As darkThe pri~oners are then taken to holdness masks their world, monkeys ti:tke ing facilities, operated by collectors,
comfort in the ,closeness of others of their whe~;e they are• put in, larger enclosures
kind. Like most people, monkeys tend to with other monkeys captured frorn differshare a fear of the qark.'(G4ven the muh- ent .locations. They wait, sometimes for
ber of other creatures that eat them, this is weeks, before agents representing the ex-

Frightened lo,ng-tailed m~caques are held at a c~llection site in Palembang.
Caged primates' may languish he.re for as long as three weeks before being
transported to Jakartci for eventual shipment to the United States.
.
1

probably a justifiable fear.) Once trappers
locate a tree, in the darkness after the
monkeys have bedded down, they surround the tree with .large nets.
-·
As· d~wn comes and the monkeys'
awake, drowsy ·and disconcert~d, 'they
.clim~ down to the ground to begin the
day's routin'e. They walk irito a virtual
wat zone. Monkeys are gqtbbed .by 'their
tails and have their art)ls pinned beh,ind.
them. Ifthey try to protect themselves or
their farnily members by biting, the trappers simply take a stick or stone and bash
in their teeth. They are then indiscriminately thrUst into temporary •holding
cages. As many as. fifteen animals are
stuffed into a cage less than one foot by
one foot by'three feet. The cages are of-

porters pick them up. The agents take only the ani~als' they feel are suitable for
research. The rest, who are too large, too
aggressive, or too ol9, are usually sold-for
food or simply klllecL If by some chance
they escape or are released, they return to
a jungle. where their entire family and
communal unit has been destroyt;;d. ,
· During this waiting period, .the m~n
-keys are fed little or nothing a:nd depend
largely on rainfall for their drillking wa- .
ter.I visited several collection facilities in
Sumatra and saw firsthand the filth, inadequate care, and stress to which the ani. mals were subjected. One facility had two
lar.ge· metal pens holding the monkeys.
Inside each metal pen was a perch,. really
nothing more than a metal shelf, attached

~~--------------------~------------------------~----------------~--------------.---~--------~sus
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last for"'the entire journey, which, counting flight and waiting time, can be another three days. No one touches the animals
from the time they leave Indonesia until
-they reach their final destination. In August 1992 a shipment orl 10 monkeys left
Indonesia via an international. airline. Upon arrival in the United States_ 'all the
monkeys were dead.
The stress, fear, inadequate food, lack
of proper housing, neglect during transport, and "culling'' of those· anin.,1a:ls not
deemed suitable for tesearch'have-..reportedly contributed to a. mortality rate as
h\gh as 80 percent. As one primate .exporter said of another exporter during my
trip, "Ifhe's shipping 1,000 monkeys, you
can guarantee 5,000 were captured and
proc~ssed to deliver 1,000."
One or two of the exporters 1 visited
have begun to reduce greatly the mortality
rate by expediting the pace and· delivery
of wild"caught primates to their facilities.
Nonetheless, no one truly knows just how
high the mortality rate is from capture to
final destination, and no one can deny the
terror of the anirpals as they attempl to
Stacked wood is evidence' of. the extensive rain forest destruction in Indone- comprehend their despemte state. , ·
sia. Hc;~bitat destruction has put.a terdble strain on the country's wild popu.Before this trip to Indonesia, the·9nly
lations oflong-tailed and pig-tailed macaque monkeys.
.
monkeys that I had. seen had been the oppmiunistic beggars loitering in parks and
to the back of the cage. The monkeys Every time oneofthelarger males ran to around hotels in Afri.ca and in zoos
were exposed to the torrential· rains. ana the wall of his cage and screamed, she aroundJhe world, or th<: terrified, snarling
'the scorching sunlight be~ause there was. would moan piteously and hug her baby creatures in laboratory cages. While travno cover (the .narrow perch offered .some with both aims. She would then drop her eling through _Sumatra, on :a one-lane
protection but not nearly enough). Ap~ head and dose her eyes ..The proprietor of road deep within the rain forest, I looked
proximately sixteen to eighteen. monkeys the facility told me, "She hasn'ttouched a up and saw a wild long-tailed macaque
were housed in one pen. It was impossi- dr.op of food for two days; she probably rtin through the trees. I stopped my car
ble to cotmf. them accurately because in won't make it."
•
and grabbed my camera. As I peered
their panicked state they ran frm;tically
Once procured by the agents, the mon- through the viewfinder;} saw she was not
back and forth.
i<:eys ·are tninsported by truck and boat for alone-her· baby was with her. I saw the
The lack of adequate fd0d, the fear, as. long as three days to various facilities, love and cencern she expressed for her
and the housing Of unfamiliar monkeys where they are quarantined and screened offspring and the way .in which the two
together caused the larger monkeys sav- to determine the'it acceptability for sale to interacted with each oth€r· and their sur~
agely to bite. or beat the smaller ones off a researcher iri another country. ·The roundings. She was a beautiful wild creathe perch. After they fell, cripging and transfer from the expmiing country to the ture, sleek with good health. She .climbed
crying, these small--victims would whim- end user is fairly standardized. Those ani: gracefully through the canopy of the--forper and crawl to the edge of the cage. mals sent to the United States are tested est, her young one· scrambling awkwardly,
They would then curl lip in the fetal posi- for n}bercU.losis and screened for whatev- but happily, behind. Twice I watched the
tion and begin to tremble violently. The er specific requirements the U.S.-based young one misjudge ·his step and slip
monkeys who had been there the longest .importers ·have. The primates are then fr0111 the branch or vine he had tried to
haq gaunt bodies and hollow eyes.
loaded into individual· compartments in a grasp. Each tirp.e his mother's arm shot·
' .One very· young . mother had been shipping container.
out to pull him back to .safety. she would
placed in a dilapidated "chicken .coop"
The containers I observed J1ave six then anxiously groom his head and peer
cage. She looked terrified and -twitched single compartments on each side, twelve closely at his face to asstire herself that he
l).er head)fantically back and forth as she in totaL Food and water for each monkey was unhmi. I could hear her cooing softly
hugged her ·tiny baby tightly to ~er chest. · are placed . in .the container. They .must to him as she did so. Like a11 impatient
24
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teenager, he was eager tp be off to ex- feel, their fear. I cou:1d not, but I knew h:~
plore the next branch, to jump to the next yond a. shadow of a doubt that their world
tree, and he w.ould quickly escape his was being violated unconscionably.
Now home, ·where I am once again
mother's grasp .and dart away. Her behav'ior was so _humanlike, his curiosity so safe and dry, I realize the piles of statistics
childlike, he£ love as strong as- the love heaped on my desk that reflect the morany rnc;>ther ever gave to any child, that I tality rates of wild-caught _monkeys canshuddered as I imagined them_ captured iiotbegin to suggest the cost,in lives andby nets, thrust into banilioo crates, and the quantity of suffering that are part and
propelled into a world that is forbidding,' parcel of the wild-caught-primate trade.
fo~eign, and hostile. I tried to picture, to
HSUS/HSI's mission is to eliminate

LENDING A HAND
TO ORANGUTANS

T

he Indonesian locals c~ll orangutans the wise old men ofthe jungle, and, as I looked into the faces
of eight young orangutans sitting in their
cages, their eyes did reflect a wisdom
and perception beyond their years.
Each pair of eyes was fixed on one
figure, Birute Galdikas, the world's leading authority on orangutans and the
woman recently heralded as "Leakey's
Last Angel" by the New York Times
Magazine. "The Professor," as she is respectfully called by her associates, had
rescued and nursed back to health each

of the young orangutans. (Indonesian
authorities had obtained the primates
from Taiwan, where they once were
pets.)
We were to release the young orangutans into a guarded sanctuary five
miles deep in the jungle. "The Professor" had given me the honor of carrying
two of them. "We are one man short,"
she explained. "No problem," I replied.
Two-and-a-half miles into the jungle,
after wading through long, deep
swamps, being bitten by seemingly
thousands of angry mosquitoes, and
wrestling with a seven-and-ahalf-year-old' orangutan
named Esther, who
wanted to go any-

Orangutans peer anxiously fro"! their cage en route to a release site in
Kalimantan, Borneo. Inset: primatologist Birute Galdikas is the world's
leading authority on orangutans and the species' devoted protector.
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needless .:rueltY and suffering a111ong lrving creatures. We hope that the disturbing
images ·of the· wild-caught -primates abducted from their homes, captured on film
and forever . etched in my mind, will
demonstrate the need for a compassionate
. and comprehensive-.:solution to a little~
publicized problem. -A ban on the'importation of Wild-caught pnmates is a desperately needed first step.-David K. Wills,
vice president, Investigations, H$US/HSI
where but with me, I no longer had the
breath or strength to say, "No problem."
In the ninety~degree heat and 90 percent
humidity of Borneo's jungle, I was down
to grunts and nods of the head as my only forms of communication.
As I hoisted the reluctant Esther onto
my back for the second half of the journey, I reflected with admiration on the
dedication and the fierce drive of Dr.
Galdikas. "The Professor" has been
studying orangutans in Kalimantan (the
Indonesian part of Borneo) for two
decades. In addition to having unconditional empathy for orangutans, she
has also become a fearless advocate for the protection of
the world's rapidly disappearing rain forest.
However, as I methodically trudged through the
jungle behind Dr. Galdikas, who carried a
baby orangutan with his
anns wrapped around her
neck, eyes closed and head
snuggled against her shoulder, I realized her compassion
and cmbmitment went beyond academics. Her actions were fueled by the
realization that each of her orangutans is
as individual and· special as any life on
this planet.
When we finally arrived at the release site deep in the forest, I marveled
at the new releases as they cavorted,
climbed, and took to their .new world.
As I picked off two leeches, unwelcome hitchhikers on my back, I realized
that Dr. Galdikas is more than Leakey's
Last Angel; she is, for the orangutans,
their last hope. I desperately hope she
•
succeeds in saving them.
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seem
other
their species faces
possible extermination by poachers. Inset: a poached rhino
is one of thousands
killed within the last
two decades. Nearly
150 rhinos have
been poached in
three years
park alone.

OHSITAIWAN
.

' .

BOYCOTT
ANNOUNCED

I

n response to plwnmeting rhinoceros
.populations worlawide, BSUS/HSI
has -called for an emergency boycott
against Taiwan, the leading importer
of-rhino hQm.
·, .
The trade in rhino hom causes devastating poaching of alJ.five species cif rhi-
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nci's. Such trade continues ·even.though all
rhino species are on Appendix I of the·
Convention _on ·International Trade in En~
dangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES), which bans the international
trade in their horn. Rhino poaching may
drive all'species: of rhinoceros to extinc~

lion in only five yeats, according to Esmond Bradley Martin, a United Nations
special envoy who recently returned from
· a three-month-long investigation of the
·decline of the species.
· .
Approximately 10,000 rhinos-of
three Asian and two African species-re- .
main in the wild. Thirty years ago. there
were about lO,P,OOO. The population of
African black rhinoceros alone has been
slashed from approximately 65,000 in
1970 to 2,400 today, a decline of 96percent in little more than twenty years. In
the past three years, nearly 150 rhinos
have been poached in one of Zimbabwe's
national parks alone.
..
Rhino poaching is inherently cruel.
Not. only ate rhinos shot with guns, but
they are .also trapped in wire leg Sll<!TeS,
where thyy may suffer for days before the ·
poachers return to spear the captives. and
gouge outtheirhoms with a hatchet. The
horn ·is shipped to Taiwan, China, and
South Korea, .wbere it is ground into a
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sold. for up to about $23,000 per pound. the end of the decade.
J:aiwan has_ a!so been implicated in the
Taiwan's stockpiles of rhino hom may
- arilount to some ten metric tons, taken froJ;ll trade of orangutans, a highly endangered
species. According to one primate spe~
perhaps more than 4,000 dead rhinos..
Until recently Taiwan allowed the sale, cialist, more than 1 ,000 baby orangutans
importation, and export of rhino hom; have been smuggled by ship int6 Taiwan.
owners of rhino ho:p1 of its powder sim- from ,Indonesia, where poachers capture
ply had to register with the government. the babies after shooting their mothers.
However, only a sinail fraction ofthe rhi" Taiwanese restaurant owners and pharma·no hom believed to be in Taiwan was eists often display the babies to attract
ever registered. B~cause enforcement has business. Featured ori a popular Taibeen inadequate; Taiwan has been ].ll1able wanese TV sh,ow, baby orangutans are _al~
to regulate_ the domestic sale cif rhino' so increasingly popular as pets·..
Bears from all- over the world, includhom, as mandiJ.ted by a new law. Unless
a. greater commitment is made, the ·gov- ing. the United States, are also exploited
ernment will be unable to ban the sale by Taiwan. Gallbladders, paws, and other
of the hom. Dr. Bradley Martin -met with bear parts are uSed in traditi_onal medicine
Taiwanese governmei1t officials about the and gourmet cooking. A bear gl;lllbladder,
trade and "was very, very disappointed used to treat infections, may sell for thou" ·
with their response. They are not willing sands· of dollars.
- ·-Unless Taiwan is pressured to curb its
to pJ.!t the resources into enforcing their
Jaw." Taiwan's unwillingness to .. stop its . insatiable demand for endangered species
rhino-hom trade places an unfair bur- and ·stop its destructive exploitation · of
den on the relatively ,poor African nations such animals once and for all; the species
that have rhino populations. Th~se na- will be driven to extinction.
.tions have been forced to spend a great
The HSUS/HSI boycott of Taiwanese
deal o(~oney to protect their rhinos from goods seeks to save such animals by
poachers who feed the Taiwanese market chan.ging consumyr behavior. The United
for hom. Some African wildlife guards States is on~ of Taiwan's. major trading
have been killed in gunfights with poach- partners. Our stores .are filled with
'ers who will do almost anythingto escape clothes, electronic devices, and sporting
goods labeled "Made in Taiwan." Better
wi~h their valuable loot.
Taiwan's ·intransigence over rhino than any other nation, we are poised to
powder that is used as a traditional medi- hom is _especial~ .-~:__--~-----------------
cine, mostly as a feverlreducing agent In ly disturbing in
Yemen, in southwest Asia, horns ..:.are light of the councarved into ceremonial dagger handles. . try's destruction
So lucrative is the international trade in of other endan· rhino hom that even juvenile and baby gered species.
Large quantirhinos m:e killed for tbeirtin'y horns.
In addition to the ban, enacted by ties of crushed
CITES in the mid-1970s,. on the interna- tiger .bones are
tional trade in rhino horn among the . used medicinaltreaty's ·- (now 117) .member nations, ly. One TaiwanCITES has asked all nations to ban the ese coinpany redomestic sale of. rhino honi and,to confis- cently advercate and destroy all rhino-horn stockpiles. tised that it imCommendably,. some Asian countries that · ports the bones of
formerly consumed vast quantities ofrhi- up to 100 tigers
no hom have · fully implemented the per year to make
CITES recommendations and· eliminated· its product. Sucf.!
a rate.ofuse may
their role in the ·destruction of rhinos.
Unfortunately, illegal trade in rhino horn lead to rapid
AK-47s, and ammunition are among the booty
continues in other countries. Dr. Bradley · extinction: the
Martin's investigation indicated that the 6,000 tigers in co~fiscated from p9achers in Africa. Wildlife guards have
largest importer of rhino horn is Taiwan, the wild today been killed in gunfights with poachers who y.~ill do almost
. where horn is openly displayed, bought, a~d may be go?e by a~ifhing to escape with t~eil:'valuable loot.
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flex our economic muscle to encourage
Taiwart to change. U.S. consumers must
realize that every time they buy a bicycle,
shirt, or golf bag that was made in Tai-

..

HANS-JURGEN
WEICHERT

F

wan, they are sanctioning the Taiwanese
government's irresponsible attitude toward the rhino crisis. We ask our members not to purchase any Taiwanese prod-

staff of HSI in 1991 as our representative for animal protection in the Far
East. He was instrumental in establishing a working relationship between HSI
and the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations. This cooperative endeavor recently resulted in improved slaughtering techniques and
equipment in the abattoirs of Laos.
HSUS/HSI salutes this man who advanced the protection of animals worldwide. We have lost a great colleague
and a personal friend.
•

ew of you reading this will have
known Hans-Ji.irgen Weichert, a
man who championed the protection of animals worldwide for the past
four decades. Serving as vice president,
Field Services, for HSI at the time of his
death, Mr. Weichert embodied dedication to animal protection and commitment to enlarging the community of
those who would join in this
crusade.
Having served as president of both the World Federation for the Protection of
Animals and the World Society for the Protection of Animals, Mr. Weichert never
abandoned his ongoing efforts to enlist government
support for animal-protection
initiatives in his own country
of Germany. With the assistance of the German government, he was provided access
to China and numerous Southeast Asian countries, where
he worked tirelessly to bring
about reforms in animal sheltering and control, slaughterhouse practices, and governmental policies.
Through the local organization that he headed for the
past several years, the
Deutsche Tierfreunde E.V,
Mr. Weichert and his wife,
Hannelore, continued to provide assistance throughout
their community and country John A. Hoyt (left) engages Hannelore and
' to animals in need.
Hans-Jurgen Weichert in discussion during
Mr. Weichert joined the the HSUS annual conference in 1987.
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ucts and avoid traveling "to Taiwan.
The HSUS/HSI boycott will remain in
effect until theTaiwanese government
• follows the <;::ITES recommendation to
locate, confiscate, and destroy all rhinohorn stockpiles;
.
• implements CITES ·r~quirements for
protecting species that are covered by the
treaty, including all five rhino species;
• increases penaltie:s for possessiDn of
and trade in endangered 'species; and
• provides funding to the nations trying
to protect rhinos from poachers.
There is no alternative but to stop this
destructive trade. Some nations hav« decided to dehorri their rhinos, but there is
no evidence that poachers will be deterred; in fact, sorne . dehorned rhinos
have been poached. One nation has even
proposed to swamp the illegal market in
poached horns by legalizing the international sale of rhino horn. But the leg(ll
trade would only act as a smokescreen for
the lucrative illegal trade in rhino horn.
Eliminating the market for_ endangeredspecies parts, such as rhino horn, tiger
bones, and bear gallbladders, is the only
way that these magnificent species will
survive to the next century.
Taiwan does not have an embassy in
the United States; formal diplomatic relations do not exist between our two countries. We urge you to write to Mou-shih
Ding,· Senior Representative, Com·dination Council for North American Affairs,
4201 Wisconsin Ave., NW, Washington,
DC 20016. Tell Mr. Ding that you want
the Taiwanese govermnent to enforce
strictly a ban on the· trade in endangered
species, especially rhinos. Ask that the
Taiwanese government donate money to
help protect rhinos from poachers.
You may als·o wish to write to President Bill Clinton (The White House,
Washington, DC 20500) to ask him to
seek a suspension of U.S. frade with Taiwan unless it strictly enforces a ban on
the sale of endangered species. Remind
him that rhinos are 1xotected by the U.S.
Endangered Species Act. The United
States has signed the CITES treaty that
bans international rhino trade. Taiwan is
undermining the good efforts made by
the United States to save rhinos from extinction.-Teresa M. Telecky, Ph.D., associate director, Wildlife and Habitat Protection, HSUSIHSI
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John A. Hoyt (right)
joins (from left to
right) Cecilia Delgado of ADA, Alvaro
Posada-Salazar of
WSPA, and an ADA
shelter worker during Mr. Hoyt's tour of
the ADA shelter near
downtown Bogota.

Delgado, president, supervises a stiff of
two dozen in an older, three-story house.
Together they improve the lives of nearly
l ,300 animals a month. With the help of
two staff veterinarians, they, treat Injuries
and neuter pets. (No dog leaves the shelter unless he/she has been neutered.)
Pets aren't the only animals in need.
ADA has worked with the owners of 800 .
horses who pull carts on Bogota's streets to
teach,
them to pr0vide better care and
.
'\
more h1nnane treatment to their charges.
Many circus animaJs found in distress
have been4reated, as well; some have
been rehabilitated and placed in local zoos.
John A. Hoyt, presiderit of HSI, and I
visited ADA recently in the company of
Alvaro Posada-Salazaf", regional director
as people from rural areas have crowded for the World Society for the Protection
into the city in search of a better life. The of Animals (WSPA). We saw a b1:1sy, monumber of dogs and cats has grown along tivated team of people making a real difwith the human population, straining the · ference for the animals of this burgeoning
efforts of local animal protectionists.
city and its surrounding area. ADA places
Near the downtown area, on a street for adoption nearly 50 percent of the
'choked with traffic, the Asociaci6n De- healthy dogs and cats it receives. Ms.
fens ora· de Animales y del Ambiente Delgado showed us pictures of some of
(ADA) n1akes its home. The .shelter for the shelter's activities as she provided a
sick, stray, and injured animals is .one ·.of narration in mile-a-minute Spanish (ably
only three shelters in Colombia. Cecilia translated into English by Me Posada-

PROGRESS TO
'

'

THE SOUTH

8

(')goti, Colombia, sits between
mountain peaks high in the
Andes. At its 8,600-foot elevation, visitors native to lower
lands find it necessary to pace
themselves when they first arrive,, but the
six million Colombians who live in and
near their capital city maintain the same
fast pace one can find in Chicago or New
York. As in many capitals all Dver the.
world, Bogota's population has exploded,
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Expected'at any moment was a shlpment
of 200 tropic;;tl bird.s that had been confiscated at a European airport.
Mr. Posada-Salazar, Ms. Osbahr, Ms.
Roda, and their staff take obv~ous pride
and pleasure in !heir new facility. The
HSUS and HSI also ha,ve reason to be
proud of this refuge. HSI Vice .President
John W Grandy, Ph.D., provided advice
and ~idance as the rehabilita_tion center
was planned and constructed. HSUS/HSI
has supported WSPA activities in Central
and South Ainerica for· years through
contributions to WSPA.
A new organization, Asociaci6n. Humanitari.a: Para 'la Protecci6n Animal de
Costa Rica (AHPACR), formed .and headed by Lilian Schnog, :has acquired the
A pacarana, qne of only eighteen living in captivity, shyly eyes a visitor to WSPA animal shelter in Heredia, near
WSPA's wildlife refuge on the outskirts of Bog~ta.
San Jose, Costa Rica. Mr. Hoyt and I at~
tended its dedication in December. The
Salazar). On our tour through the shelter, mals collected from farms, area residents, new organization is an affiliate· of HS!,
we saw the large portable X-ray machine and government agencies. Built primarily and its purchase of the shelter from
donated to ADA last year by HSI (see the for birds, the refuge nevertheless has not WSPA was partly predicated on contribuWinter 1993 HSUS News).
turned its back on other animals.
tions from HSI, which began in 1992 and
Although ADA has no official status,
As we walked through the extensive will con1:inue for several years.
.
it works· cooperatively with local police grid of cages, we saw a riumber'of squirThe animai. shelter 'serves primarily
and other governn1ental units. Citizens, rel monkeys, an ocelot, a beautiful yotmg dogs and cats. It was riearly full at the
officials, ·and-most of all_:animals ap- fox, and six pacaranas. The pacarana is time of our visit. Some dogs had their
preciate the great community service pro- one of the truly rare animals of the puppies with them in the cages. Most of
vided by the angels of mercy at ADA. As world---Dnly eighteen are known· to exist the cages are partly open to the delightful
we were leaving,
horse-cart driver in captivity. A large rodent with bushy·· mountain climate of the area. While we
stopped for a friendly chat with Ms, Del~ hair, the pacarana prefers to stay inside were there, HSI Vice President David K.
· gado. His horse, well.:fed arid healthy, un- his/her dark hideaway and squawks noisi- Wills -was assisting the staff veterinariC;lll
<:Ioubtedly was one of the beneficiaries of iy' when urged outside to meet a visitor. with his work. Mr. Wills's extensive backan ADA public-informaground in shelter manage·
tion program.
ment has been a real help to
the new association as it
On the outskirts of Bohas begun its. important
gota, a hodgepoqge of
work.
·
buildings stretches: as far
Ms.. Schnog and ·her
as the eye can see. This
team arranged. a delightful
was rural land only a few
Slinday afte:t;noon dedicayears ago, but it now sheltion celebration; many local
ters some of the new titypeople attended. Speaking
dwellers. In the midst of
through ·a volunteer interthis. expansion is WSPA's
preter, Mr. Hoyt and I
new wildlife refuge; near. talked of HSI'~ friendship
ing completioh and aland support for the shelter
ready·in operation.
and of the wonderful spirit
Biologists Karin Osand dedication to animals
bahr and Juana Roda su, shown by Ms. Schnog, her
pervise a small staff and'
iboard of directors, and the
provide rehabilitation, re~shelter staff.-Les Inglis,
-'1ocation, .and release to a John A. Hoyt meets a resident during dedication ceremonies at chairman, board of direcwide variety of wild ani- th«: AHPACR shelter in Heredia, Costa Rica.
tors, HSI

a.
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HSIEUROPE

HOYT CALLS FOR
NORWAY BOYCOTT

W

arning 'that Norway'~ plans to
resume commercial· whaling
will have serious economic
implications for that country, HSI President John A. Hoyt launched a boycott of
Norwegian products during his recent
visit to the European Parliament. Mr.
Hoyt appeared on BBC television with
David Morris, member of the European
Parliament from Great Britain. They
urged Europeans to join with consumers
in America to reject Norwegian products
in order "to send a clear message that
none of us will tolerate the slaughter of
whales." The boycott targets such products as Norwegian canned sardines, Norwegian salmon (canned, fresh, or
frozen), gouda and Jarlsberg cheeses
from Norway, and Norwegian crude oil
petroleum.
Mr. Hoyt attended a meeting of the
European Parliament's Intergroup for
Animal Welfare, the political caucus that
addresses environmental and animalprotection issues. Announcement of the
boycott was well received by Intergroup
President Anita Pollack, who said she
would urge the European Parliament's
Consumer Affairs Committee to help
spread the word about the need for economic action.
Mr. Hoyt presented certificates of appreciation to Ian Ferguson, director of
Eurogroup for Animal Welfare, which
acts as the secretariat for the Intergroup.
Mr. Ferguson retired from his position in
November. An award was also presented
to Mr. Morris for his leadership in reforming slaughterhouse practices in the
European Community, improving conditions for the transportation of animals to
slaughter, and gaining passage of a European Community law preventing European vessels hunting tuna or other fish
from setting their nets upon marine
mammals. Mr. Morris had planned to
participate in the HSUS conference in
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Boulder, Colorado, in October but had
to cancel his plans when he was asked to
lead a parliamentary mission to Namibia
concerning fishing issues.
Mr, Hoyt also met with the chairman
of the European Parliament's environment committee, Ken Collins, to bring
him up to date on passage of the U.S. International Dolphin Conservation Act of
1992, which enables the U.S. State Department to enter into agreement with a
foreign country to lift
the tuna embargo in exchange for that country's agreement to participate in a five-year
global moratorium on
purse-seining on dolphins (see the Winter
1993 HSUS News) ..

native tests had yet been developed:
thus, testing on animals could continue.)
The council decision contains no opposition in principle to animal tests of cosmetics, and the ban will not go into effect in 1998 unless members of the Organization of Economic Cooperation
and Development, which includes the
United States and Japan, agree on the
use of nonanimal, alternative tests. The
decision-making process on alternative

For a while it looked
as though Europe
would soon announce a
new law banning animal testing of cosmetics
in 1998. This happy
event slipped from
grasp, however, when
the Council of Ministers, which must approve all proposed laws A whale carcass is hosed down prior to butchering
for the European Com- at a whaling station. In some countries whale meat
munity, turned its back is considered a delicacy.
on a compromise developed by the European Commission and testing has been removed from the Eurothe European Parliament. Instead, it has pean Parliament and European Commisagreed to only a greatly watered-down sion and placed in the hands of a sepaprovision that may never go into effect.
rate, independent technical committee.
More than 50,000 rabbits, rats, mice, The ban is not a comprehensive one:
and other animals are killed in the Euro- even if a ban were to go into effect, cospean Community each year in cosmetic metics could be sold in Europe that had
tests. Although there has been tremen- been tested on animals in countries outdous public support for a ban on animal side the European Community.
testing in Europe, policymakers have reOutraged members of the European
fused to yield to public pressure. Only Parliament will attempt to amend the
the German member of the Council of council decision. HSI will continue to
Ministers argued in favor of the end to press for strong legislation in the Euroanimal testing of cosmetics by 1998. (A pean Community to ban cosmetics testtwo-year extension would have been ing on animals.-Betsy Dribben, Europrovided for products for which no alter- pean director, HSI
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Ken Johnson (in HSUS cap) and Hillsborough County Sheriff Cal Henderson
restrain a fighting dog during a raid being
videotaped by a local television crew.

By Randall Lockwood, Ph.D.
hose of us who work for the
protection of animals have
long realized that people who
are cruel and abusive toward
animals are often entangled in
other illegal, often violent, activities
against people and society (see the Summer 1986 HSUS News). Although it has
often been difficult for animal-protection
groups to get police and other law-enforcement authorities to respond to concerns about animal cruelty, a growing
number of such agencies see the investigation and prosecution of animal abusers as
an appropriate use of limited crime-fighting resources. Although The HSUS has assisted law-enforcement agencies periodically throughout its history, such cooperation has become increasingly regular.
• On February 6, 1993, HSUS Mid-Atlantic Regional Investigator Bob Reder assisted New York State Police in raiding
three locations believed to be involved in
the breeding of dogs for dogfighting.
Twenty pit bulls were seized, along with
steroids and dogfighting paraphernalia. At
one location several dogs, including a litter
of puppies, were found without food or
water, shivering in subzero temperatures.
This raid followed several months of consultation between New York State Police
and The HSUS, which helped draft the
necessary search warrants.
• On January 30, 1993, HSUS West Coast
Regional Investigator Eric Sakach joined a
team of law-enforcement officers in dogfight raids on four Colorado locations. The
raids were the culmination of nearly a year
of collaboration with the Colorado state attorney general's office, the Colorado state
veterinarian, the Colorado bureau of investigation, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco
and Firearms, and the sheriff's offices of
the communities involved. This action resulted in 22 arrests for felony animal
fighting and conspiracy. Additional arrests
related to marijuana cultivation.
• On January 17, 1993, HSUS Southeast
Regional Investigator Ken Jolmson joined
forty-five deputies in a raid on a dogfight
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NV-ENFORCEMENT
OFFICIALS TURN
TOTHEHSUS
in the Tampa, Florida, area. That action
was the result of four months of planning
by the Hillsborough County Sheriff's Office and The HSUS. Sixty-four people
were arrested, seven of them for felonies,
including cruelty to animals and carrying
a concealed firearm. (A conviction on
felony animal-cmelty charges in Florida
can result in up to five years in jail.) Guns,
cocaine, and marijuana were found at the

scene, dropped by participants and spectators who had attempted to flee.
• On November 7, 1992, HSUS Senior Investigator Bob Baker, Great Lakes Regional Program Coordinator Robin Weirauch, and Great Lakes Administrative Assistant Barbara Matthews participated in
the nation's largest-ever dogfight raid, as
officers from several municipalities in and
around Saginaw, Michigan, including the
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Bay Area Narcotics Enforcement Team,
raided the "Roadblock Invitational Champion Showdown." This raid resulted in 126
arrests, the seizure of 21 fighting dogs,
and the confiscation of money, drugs, and
weapons.
The Saginaw raid was the direct result
of two years of HSUS efforts in tracking
dogfighting activity in Michigan. In meetings with HSUS staff, federal and state
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drug authorities were impressed to discover that The HSUS 's tracking of known and
suspected dogfighters generated addresses
and aliases of individuals under investigation for trading in illegal dmgs.
• In November 1990 Mr. Sakach participated in a raid on a remote area of northern California after a narcotics investigation turned up evidence of a large-scale
dogfighting operation. Investigators found

37 pit bulls, a bloodstained dogfighting
pit, and a large assortment of dogfighting
publications. The principal suspect in that
investigation pleaded guilty to felony dogfighting and narcotics charges. County officials had become aware of HSUS expertise in investigating dogfighting as a result
of workshops we had conducted at a community college in the area.
• On June 16, 1988, HSUS staff worked
with officers from the sheriff's departments of two counties, as well as the FBI,
to raid two Ohio locations involved in
breeding dogs for fighting. In addition to
four felony dogfighting arrests, the raid
yielded 143 confiscated dogs. Felony drug
and weapons charges were also brought.
This represented the first time that the FBI
was involved in the investigation and prosecution of animal fighting. The HSUS had
been asked by state and federal officials to
help identify and document dogfighting
suspects in the region and to brief the participating agencies on the collection of
dogfighting evidence and the handling of
fighting dogs.
The HSUS has no police powers or authority, but years of efforts to end animal
cruelty, including the especially violent
blood sports dogfighting and cockfighting,
have produced a special level of expertise
and professional credibility that frequently
leads law-enforcement agencies to seek
our assistance.
Why has this relationship grown so
strong in the last several years? Law-enforcement agencies are discovering firsthand that the people involved in violent
crimes against animals are often involved
in many other violent activities. Says Mr.
Sakach, "The police are learning that your
local dogfight or cockfight is a likely
place to meet up with lots of people with
warrants outstanding for their arrest, as
well as a likely site for drug dealing, gambling, illegal weapons, and other crimes."
This point is frequently underscored
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so prepared professional training materials
on animal cruelty for the International Association of Chiefs of Police. Such efforts
are paying off: agencies once inclined to
consider any animal-cruelty case as minor
are now more willing to provide the necessary resources to investigate and prosecute
such crimes.
Preparation. The dramatic raids that
highlight some of our cooperative efforts

sometimes continuing a year or more after
the actual event. Often our staff must
spend hours sifting through evidence to
help local prosecutors build the strongest
possible case.
How useful and effective has our assistance been? Rob Andrews, assistant prosecutor in the Ohio dogfight cases, notes,
"With the help of The Humane Society of
the United States, we were able to take this

One person uniquely qualified to provide a view of animal-protectionist/police
collaboration is Sue McDonough, president of the New York State Humane Association and an investigator for the New
York State Police. She has been assisted by
HSUS staff on a variety of animal-cruelty
investigations. She says, "The people who
are abusing animals are hurting wives and
children, dealing drugs, holding illegal
weapons, and committing all mmmer of
other crimes. But the police often don't
know what to look for in dealing with animal cruelty.... They need the help of humane groups, and we welcome your help."
The continuing cooperation between animal-protection groups and law-enforcement agencies is paying off. Mr. Sakach
notes, "I'm delighted that we are seeing a
succession of people heavily involved in
violence against animals starting to take
the fall they should have taken years ago."
This is a promising sign that our society
views violence against animals as a serious
issue that deserves our full attention.
•
Randall Lockwood, Ph.D., is HSUS vice
president, Field Services.

HSUS REWARDS

by the histories of dogfighters and cockfighters.
• In 1992 a young District of Columbia
man known to The HSUS and Washington
Humane Society cruelty investigators for
his frequent involvement in animal cruelty
and dogfighting was killed in what police
considered to be a drug-related murder.
• In July 1991 Tony Davis, well known to
The HSUS and in dogfighting circles as
"Snakeman," was sentenced to thirty years
in prison for soliciting a North Carolina
State Bureau of Investigation undercover
agent to kill an eighteen-year-old woman
who had accused him of rape.
• In November 1991, following coverage
on television's "America's Most Wanted,"
Dennis Gene Reese, identified as "an avid
cockfighting fan," was tracked to Tennessee. He had escaped from a Kentucky
jail where he had been imprisoned on
charges of raping and bludgeoning a
woman, and strangling her to death. He
was recaptured in January 1992.
What kinds of HSUS efforts have
helped build the relationship between The
HSUS and law enforcement?
Research and Intelligence. We have accumulated enormous amounts of background
information on the numerous ways in
34

During a raid in Colorado, Eric Sakach points out bloodstains splattered on the plywood walls of a dogfighting pit. The raid was the culmination of nearly a year of HSUS
collaboration with state and federal law-enforcement officials. "The police are learning
that your local dogfight or cockfight is a likely place to meet up with people with warrants outstanding for their arrest," says Mr. Sakach.

Top: Armed FBI and other law-enforcement officers watch intently as animal-control
officers seize a pit bull during a dogfight raid in Ohio in 1988. Above: an impressive
cache of arms taken during the same raid illustrates one reason for federal officials'
interest in animal-fighting activities. This raid was the first ever to involve the FBI in
the investigation and prosecution of dogfighting.

which people abuse, neglect, and exploit
animals, as well as ways to combat such
actions. In recent years we have attempted
to assemble this infonnation in systematic
ways to assist appropriate law-enforcement
authorities in identifying leads about illegal
activities in their region. Because so many
violent abusers of animals have long histories of crimes against people, law-enforcement officials are finding that cooperative
efforts with animal-protection groups, especially The HSUS, can help locate or
identify suspects in other crimes.

The HSUS offers rewards for information leading to the arrest and conviction of
those who would abuse animals (see sidebar).
Training. We are increasingly reaching
out to local law-enforcement authorities
through our workshops on cruelty investigation, in regional conferences, and
through participation in training programs
conducted by law-enforcement agencies.
HSUS staff members have written articles
for Police magazine and other law-enforcement publications. The HSUS has alHSUS NEWS • Spring 1993

with police and other agencies are only the
most visible part of a long, detailed
process. The HSUS may be called upon to
help decide what will be searched for and
how it will be handled. Often HSUS testimony is presented to give weight to evidence submitted by local authorities as
justification for a search warrant.
Such "evidence" is often live animals
who must be appropriately handled and
cared for. Whenever possible, advanced
preparations must be made for the safe and
secure housing of any animals involved,
including those who are sick or injured.
Through our contacts with local humane
groups and animal shelters, we are often
able to make such arrangements before the
actual event.
Follow-up. Perhaps the most important
part of any action against animal cruelty is
the follow-up. Often the role of The HSUS
has been to explain and clarify for a judge
or jury the nature of the evidence collected
and to document the cruelties inflicted.
This process can be very time-consuming,
HSUS NEWS • Spring 1993

case seriously. You gave us the background information to understand what it
would take to prove the crime. You explained the use of the criminal tools. We
saw there was a tangled web surrounding
this crime."
Detective Mark Lively of the Saginaw
Police Department reports, "The information you gave us showed the magnih1de of
the activity that was taking place here. The
information you provided was used for the
warrant. You were able to provide expert
witness testimony in court detailing the
training techniques, the equipment, and
the fight."
HSUS assistance to law-enforcement
agencies is not limited to high-profile cases of animal fighting, although these are
the actions that are most likely to result in
numerous arrests and convictions on a variety of serious charges. We frequently
provide similar expertise on investigations
of puppy mills, animal collectors, fatal attacks on humans by animals, and isolated
cases of animal abuse and neglect.

The HSUS offers the following rewards:
• up to $2,500 for infonnation leading
to the arrest and conviction of any
wholesale dealer in dogs and cats who
lmowingly buys or otherwise procures
m1y stolen animal;
• up to $2,500 for information leading
to the arrest and conviction of any person who organizes dogfights, fights
dogs, promotes dogfighting, or officiates at dogfights;
• up to $2,500 for information leading
to the arrest and conviction of any person who illegally organizes cockfights,
fights cocks, promotes cockfighting, or
officiates at cockfights;
• up to $2,000 for information leading
to the arrest and conviction of any person who willfully poisons, mutilates, or
torhu·es, or attempts to poison, mutilate, or torhJre, any dog or cat;
• up to $2,500 for information leading
to the arrest and conviction of any person who uses any live animal as a
"lure" in the training and racing of
greyhounds;
• up to $1,000 for information leading
to the arrest and conviction of anyone
who cruelly treats any animal who participates in a pulling contest.
•
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FEDERAL REPORT

NEW CONGRESS, NEW
HOPES FOR SUCCESS

T

he first official meeting of
the 103rd Congress, on
January 5, marked significant
changes in Congress itself.
The most new members since
1948 joined the Congress: 14
senators and 112 representatives (including delegates).
With a combination of fresh
talent and seasoned expertise
in the Congress and new Clinton administration, The HSUS
is optimistic that favorable developments on our issues are
possible.
One critical concern this
year is the reauthorization of
the Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA), which provides the nation's most comprehensive protection for marine mammals. The MMPA
was first passed by Congress
in 1972; it must be reauthorized every four years. In response to depleted marinemammal populations, the
MMPA established a moratorium on the "taking" (defined as
harassing, hunting, capturing,
or killing) and importation of
marine mammals. However,
procedures for granting exemptions and permits were
provided for scientific research and public display.
Through the reauthorization
process, The HSUS will work
with Congress to preserve and
strengthen the MMPA, especially regarding captive marine
mammals.
Also due for reauthorization is the Endangered Species
Act (ESA). The ESA, first
passed in 1973, has provided
needed protections to many
endangered and threatened
species, such as the brown pelican and the gray whale, but
the U.S. government has not
complied with some ESA reg36

Speaker ol the House Thomas Foley administers the oath of the
House to new members of Congress in January.

ulations. It has failed to develop recovery plans for almost
half of all listed species, for
example. (In a recent settlement of a lawsuit filed by the
Fund for Animals and others,
the Department of the Interior
agreed to accelerate the listing
process for threatened and endangered species under the
ESA.)
Increased funding is essential for full implementation of
the ESA. Reauthorization is
likely to be extremely controversial, as environmental and
economic considerations are
debated. Rep. Gerry Studds
is expected to introduce reauthorization legislation similar
to a bill he sponsored in
the previous Congress (H.R.
4045). We expect to support
his approach, which would
strongly promote the speciesrecovery aspects of the ESA.
We will continue to work with
the Endangered Species Coalition, a broadly based group of
animal-protection and environmental organizations dedicated to preserving and
strengthening the ESA.
The HSUS is focusing on
obtaining appropriations for
several ongoing federal pro-

grams. We will ask Congress
for increased funds for the U.S.
Department of Agriculture in
the areas of research into nonlethal methods of animal-damage control, enforcement of
the Animal Welfare Act, and
continued development of
plans to implement the Organic Foods Production Act.
The HSUS will also seek
additional funds for the National Institutes of Health's
National Toxicology Program,
which is directed to explore alternatives to the use of animals
in research.
The HSUS recently spoke
with Sen. Harry Reid of Nevada regarding appropriations
for the wild-horse immunocontraception program (see
the article on page 5). We plan
to testify before Congress on
this issue and are optimistic
about obtaining enough funds
for full implementation of the
program.
Congress will consider important new and reintroduced
legislation in the coming
months. The HSUS was
pleased that on January 25
Rep. Gary Ackerman of New
York reintroduced his legislation prohibiting the sale of

"downed" animals at livestock
markets (H.R. 559); Sen.
Daniel Akaka of Hawaii expected to reintroduce the Senate version of the bill in February. ("Downers" are animals
too sick, weak, or crippled to
walk unassisted.) The HSUS
testified before Congress about
downers last year, and we will
continue to press for passage
of the legislation this year.
We expect that Rep. Ben
Cardin of Maryland will reintroduce the Puppy Protection
Act, a proposed "lemon law"
that would allow consumers to
recover veterinary costs if they
purchase a sick animal from a
pet shop.
We are also supporting resolutions in Congress calling
on the United States to continue opposing the resumption of
commercial whaling. At last
year's meeting of the International Whaling Commission
(IWC), Norway announced
that it intends to recommence
commercial whaling, violating
the international moratorium
established by the IWC in
1986. The HSUS is concerned
that some countries will press
the IWC to overturn the moratorium at this year's meeting,
to be held in Japan in May. The
resolution states that "the
United States should make the
fullest use of diplomatic channels [and] appropriate domestic and international law" to
advocate the conservation of
whale species. It also calls upon the United States to work
toward a moratorium on the direct commercial harvest of
dolphins and porpoises.
HSUS/HSI has launched a
boycott of Norwegian fish,
cheese, and petroleum products; we ask our members to
use their buying power to help
keep Norway out of the whal•
ing business.
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Carry The Humane
Society of the
United States VISN Card.
ff

Protecting the Earth's animals is a task that

iflla, requires energy, dedication - and financial
resources. That's why The Humane Society of the
United States (HSUS) has joined with Marine Midland
Bank to offer members an innovative credit card program.
With the HSUS VISA Card, you'll receive unparalleled financial benefits. And
every time you use your card, Marine Midland donates a portion of the fee income to
The Humane Society for its many worthwhile activities.
Your card helps bolster international animal-protection efforts at no additional cost to you.

Check out these features:
~11.9% Balance Transfer APR:
~Annual membership fee waived for the first six months:
~Up to $25,000 Line of Credit. ~Financial support for the HSUS.
Apply today. Upon approval you'll receive complete details about how to use your
Marine Midland® account along with your Line of Credit Checks to transfer any other
existing credit card balances (up to your new credit limit) to your Marine Midland
credit line. All at a fixed APR of 11.9% for loan transactions until December 31, 1994~

HSUS VISA. The card that helps protect animals and the Earth.
1D APPLY BY PHONE CALL:

1-800-446-5336

(Monday-Friday, 8:30a.m. to 8:00p.m EST)
Ask for Operator HS-1.

'After December 31, 1994, any loan transactions or balances will revert to
the then applicable variable APR. The HSUS Classic VISA Card features a
current variable APR rate of 16.95%. The HSUS VISA Gold Card features
a current variable APR rate of 14.95%. Current variable rates valid through
12/31/92. The standard 1% Transaction Fee for Cash Advances and Line
of Credit Checks will be waived throughout the term of this 11.9% APR
offer. Cash Advance fee of $1.25 if obtained at an electronic facility (ATM).
Annual membership fees after the first six months: The HSUS Classic
VISA Card: $20; the HSUS VISA Gold Card: $36.
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